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ONE-DIMENSIONAL NIL-DAHA AND WHITTAKER
FUNCTIONS
IVAN CHEREDNIK † AND DANIEL ORR
Abstract. This paper is devoted to the theory of nil-DAHA for
the root system A1 and its applications to symmetric and non-
symmetric (spinor) global q-Whittaker functions. These functions
integrate the q-Toda eigenvalue problem and its Dunkl-type non-
symmetric version.
The global symmetric function can be interpreted as the gener-
ating function of the Demazure characters for dominant weights,
which describe the algebraic-geometric properties of the correspond-
ing affine Schubert varieties. Its Harish-Chandra-type asymptotic
expansion appeared directly related to the solution of the q-Toda
eigenvalue problem obtained by Givental and Lee in the quantum
K-theory of flag varieties. It provides an exact mathematical rela-
tion between the corresponding physics A-type and B-type models.
The spinor global functions extend the symmetric ones to the
case of all Demazure characters (not only those for the dominant
weights); the corresponding Gromov-Witten theory is not known.
The main result of the paper is a complete algebraic theory of these
functions in terms of the induced modules of the core subalgebra of
nil-DAHA. It is the first instance of the DAHA theory of canonical-
crystal bases, quite non-trivial even for A1.
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0. Introduction
This paper is devoted to the theory of nil-DAHA HH for the root
system A1 and its applications to the symmetric and nonsymmetric q–
Whittaker functions, integrating the q–Toda eigenvalue problem and
its Dunkl counterpart introduced in [ChM].
In the symmetric case, we establish an exact relation between the
generating functions of theA–type model (K–theoretic Gromov-Witten
invariants of flag varieties) and the B–type model (sheaf cohomology
of affine Schubert varieties) in the case of SL(2).
Major connections. In greater detail, the global symmetric q–
Whittaker functions, defined in [Ch5] for any reduced root systems, can
be interpreted as generating functions of level one Demazure charac-
ters (equivalently, q–Hermite polynomials) for dominant weights; these
characters describe the spaces of global sections of the canonical level
one line bundle restricted to the corresponding affine Schubert subva-
rieties of the affine flag variety. From this perspective, the symmetric
q–Whittaker functions are examples of the generating functions of B–
type models in physics.
On the other hand, the Harish-Chandra asymptotic decompositions
of these functions from [Ch5] are directly related to the solutions of the
q–Toda eigenvalue problem found in [GiL]. These solutions are impor-
tant instances of generating functions for A–models, as they describe
K–theoretic genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants. The Appendix,
Section 7, contains more details on this connection.
Thus we arrive at an exact mathematical relation between these two
theories. It is described in this paper (mathematically) in full detail
for type A1. This construction is a explicit example of the Whittaker
limit of the q, t–generalization of Harish-Chandra theory of asymptotic
expansions started in [Ch5] and recently finalized in [Sto2].
Nonsymmetric functions. One of the main results of [ChM] is the
construction of the spinor Dunkl operators for the q–Toda eigenvalue
problem in type A1. It was a surprising development, since the q–Toda
operators are already nonsymmetric and the standard approach based
on the symmetrization of the Dunkl operators was not expected to
work.
A related development of [ChM] is the definition of the nonsymmetric
q–Whittaker function, which integrates the eigenvalue problem for the
spinor Dunkl operators. A variant of the Ruijsenaars-Etingof limiting
procedure [Rui, Et] was used to obtain it from the nonsymmetric global
q, t–spherical function defined in [Ch3].
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In the B–type model interpretation, the nonsymmetric q–Whittaker
function extends its symmetric counterpart to the case of all Demazure
characters (not only those for the dominant weights) and arbitrary
Schubert subvarieties of the affine flag variety. The “nonsymmetric”
counterpart of the K–theoretic Gromov-Witten theory is not known.
The natural expectations are that the nonsymmetric q–Whittaker
functions will impact the classical real and p–adic theories of Whit-
taker functions, as well as the recent Whittaker theories based on the
Kac-Moody algebras and Quantum Groups. See [ChM], [GiL], [GLO],
[FJM], and [BF] for this and other known and expected applications
of q–Whittaker functions. In this connection, let us also mention that
the nil-DAHA is directly related to the constructions of [KK] in the
case of the affine flag variety.
The Matsumoto p–adic spherical functions, the simplest example of
the nonsymmetric theory, demonstrate potential power of such devel-
opment. DAHA already resulted in the theory of real counterparts
of the Matsumoto functions, which are the nonsymmetric Macdonald
polynomials, and unified the real and p–adic theories in one q, t–theory.
Now it can be done for Whittaker functions!
Core subalgebra. The main result of this paper is an entirely al-
gebraic theory of the spinor Dunkl operators and nonsymmetric Whit-
taker function for A1 in terms of the induced modules of a new object,
the core subalgebra of nil-DAHA.
The core subalgebra is essentially the span of the basic creation and
annihilation operators for the nonsymmetric q–Hermite polynomials
and the Y –operators (which diagonalize these polynomials). Its ex-
istence as a subalgebra of HH is an important special feature of the
nil-case. Conceptually, the nonsymmetric Whittaker function is the re-
producing kernel of the transform sending the nonsymmetric q–Hermite
polynomials to the corresponding creation operators. See Theorem 4.8,
a simple (at least in A1) but fundamental fact; this connection seems
to be the main algebraic message of this paper.
It is expected that the core subalgebra will play the prime role in
the theory of canonical-crystal bases of DAHA. Its graded algebra is a
nil-nil variant of the extended Weyl algebra (a non-commutative torus
extended by the Weyl group W ), which is quite interesting in its own
right.
This paper contains a systematic analysis of modules for the core
subalgebra induced from one-dimensional representations of core affine
Hecke subalgebras. Some of these modules totally collapse, i.e., re-
main one-dimensional. The induced modules that are of the right size
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(infinite-dimensional, of course) can be extended to modules over the
wholeHH. This is one of the key results of the paper, Theorem 4.3. The
core-induced modules have a natural filtration of submodules; the cor-
responding irreducible constituents are one-dimensional (for A1) and
can be calculated in full detail.
A key point is that the core subalgebra contains all intertwining
operators necessary to decompose such and similar induced modules.
It is an important change from the theory of intertwiners for AHA and
DAHA. Actually, it is a new and interesting version of the technique
of intertwiners in the nil-case.
The core subalgebra solves the problem of finding an induced inter-
pretation of the spinor-polynomial module. This module was discov-
ered in [ChM] analytically, via reading the coefficients of the spinor
q–Whittaker function, obtained there as a limit of the global spherical
nonsymmetric function. Now we can introduce it entirely algebraically;
it is isomorphic to an induced module of the core subalgebra upon its
extension toHH. Correspondingly, the spinor q–Whittaker function can
be now defined and calculated within HH, i.e., without any reference
to the q, t–theory. See Theorems 5.3 and 5.4.
Analytic aspects. There nonsymmetric global spherical functions
defined in [Ch3] come in two variants, one for |q| < 1 and one for
|q| > 1. We note that these functions are quite different, though there
is a connection. Both are needed in the analytic theory, for instance,
to obtain the theory for all q, including the unit circle.
The nonsymmetric Whittaker function defined in [ChM] corresponds
to |q| < 1. The case |q| > 1 appeared more involved; in fact, the limit-
ing procedure must be twisted. In this paper, we define the appropriate
limiting procedure and use it to produce the nonsymmetric Whittaker
function for |q| > 1.
Interestingly, in contrast to the q, t–case, both nonsymmetric q–
Whittaker functions can be extended to all |q| 6= 1 and almost all q
at the unit circle. However the relation between these two functions
becomes more sophisticated than in the q, t–case, since they correspond
to different limits, namely t → 0 and t→ ∞ (and they solve different
equations).
In the symmetric setting, the Whittaker functions are connected by
a simple conjugation sending q to q−1. Theorem 2.2 below establishes
the analogue of this connection in the nonsymmetric case. The two
functions extend each other through a variant of the Hardy-Littlewood
continuation theory from |q| 6= 1 to |q| = 1 (almost everywhere). Here
roots of unity must be avoided, but not only such points. The most
NIL-DAHA AND WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS 7
direct reference is [Lub]. It is likely that the roots of unity will be the
only obstacle for such continuation in the final theory, but a different
approach will be necessary.
Some other results. The paper contains a systematic algebraic
theory of the nil-DAHA and its subalgebras. It includes several PBW-
theorems (some are of unusual type), the theory of inner products
and study of the polynomial and various induced representations. An
important fact is that the core subalgebra is bi-graded and also has
a natural filtration with the corresponding graded algebra that is a
nil-Weyl algebra. The bi-grading and the filtration are the key simpli-
fications over the q, t–case. Let us also mention Theorem 4.9, which
establishes the coincidence of the bilinear quadratic form in the poly-
nomial representation defined for the product of the Gaussian and mu-
function with the simplest Shapovalov form. This relation is very deep
in the q, t–theory. It generalizes the technique of picking residues due
to Arthur-Heckman-Opdam; see [O],[Ch4].
Acknowledgements. The first author is thankful to D. Kazhdan
for useful discussions, to E. Opdam, J. Stokman and N. Wallach for
various talks on the Harish-Chandra and Whittaker theory. We also
thank S. Kumar and R. Rimanyi for helpful conversations. The first
author thanks IHES and Caltech for the hospitality.
1. Polynomial representation
1.1. Main definitions. We consider only the case of A1 in the paper.
Let α = α1, s = s1, and ω = ω1, the fundamental weight; then α =
α1 = 2ω and ρ = ω. The extended affine Weyl group Ŵ =< s, ω > is
generated by s and the involution π = ωs.
The double affine Hecke algebra HH is generated by Y = Yω1 =
πT, T = T1, X = Xω1 subject to the quadratic relation (T − t
1/2)(T +
t−1/2) = 0 and the cross-relations:
TXT = X−1, T−1Y T−1 = Y −1, Y −1X−1Y XT 2q1/2 = 1.(1.1)
Using π = Y T−1, the second relation becomes π2 = 1. The field of def-
inition will be Cq,t
def
== C(q1/4, t1/2) although Z[q±1/4, t±1/2] is sufficient
for many constructions; q±1/4 will be mainly needed in the automor-
phisms τ± below. We will frequently treat q, t as numbers; then the
field of definition will be C.
It is important that HH at t = 1 becomes the Weyl algebra defined
as the span 〈X, Y 〉/(Y −1X−1Y Xq1/2 = 1) extended by the inversion
s = T (t = 1) sending X 7→ X−1 and Y 7→ Y −1.
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The affine Hecke subalgebra in terms of Y can be written as HY =
〈Y, T 〉.
The polynomial representation is defined as X = Cq,t[X
±1] with X
acting by the multiplication. The formulas for the other generators are
T = t1/2s+
t1/2 − t−1/2
X2 − 1
◦ (s− 1), Y = πT
in terms of the (multiplicative) reflection s(Xn) = X−n and π(Xn) =
qn/2X−n for n ∈ Z.
We will sometimes set X = qx. Then
s(x) = −x, ω(f(x)) = f(x− 1/2), π = ωs, π(x) = 1/2− x.(1.2)
1.1.1. Automorphisms. The following map can be extended to an anti-
involution on HH:
ϕ : X ↔ Y −1, T 7→ T, q, t 7→ q, t.(1.3)
The first two relations in (1.1) are obviously fixed by ϕ; as for the third,
check that ϕ(Y −1X−1Y X) = Y −1X−1Y X . Switching X and Y can be
also achieved using the involution
ε : X ↔ Y, T 7→ T−1, q1/4 7→ q−1/4, t1/2 7→ t−1/2.(1.4)
The conjugation by the Gaussian qx
2
preserves HH. The Gaussian
obviously belongs to a completion of X . It satisfies:
ω(qx
2
) = q1/4X−1qx
2
, ω(q−x
2
) = q−1/4Xq−x
2
.
The conjugation A 7→ τ+(A) = q
x2 Aq−x
2
for A ∈ HH satisfies:
τ+(X) = X, τ+(T ) = T, τ+(Y ) = q
−1/4XY, τ+(π) = q
−1/4Xπ.(1.5)
To see this, use that
Y = ω ◦ (t1/2 +
t1/2 − t−1/2
X−2 − 1
◦ (1− s)).
Applying ϕ we obtain an automorphism
τ− = ϕτ+ϕ, τ−(Y ) = Y, τ−(T ) = T, τ−(X) = q
1/4Y X.(1.6)
The generalized Fourier transform, corresponds to the following au-
tomorphism of HH (it is not an involution) :
σ(X) = Y −1, σ(T ) = T, σ(Y ) = q−1/2Y −1XY = XT 2, σ(π) = XT,
σ = τ+τ
−1
− τ+ = τ
−1
− τ+τ
−1
− .(1.7)
Check that στ+ = τ
−1
− σ, στ
−1
+ = τ−σ. Also,
ϕτ+ = τ−ϕ, ϕσ = σ
−1ϕ, ετ+ = τ−ε, εσ = σ
−1ε.
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Due to the group nature of the definition ofHH, we have the inversion
anti-involution HH ∋ H 7→ H∗ :
X∗ = X−1, Y ∗ = Y −1, T ∗ = T−1, (q1/4)∗ = q−1/4, (t1/2)∗ = t−1/2.
It commutes with all automorphisms and anti-automorphisms of HH.
Note that ∗ = ϕε = εϕ.
The following anti-involutions preserving X, T, q, t will be important
below, ⋄
def
== ϕσ and ψ
def
== ⋄τ−1+ :
π⋄ = π, Y ⋄ = TY T−1 = πY π, ψ(π) = π˜
def
== τ+(π)(1.8)
=q−1/4Xπ = q1/4πX−1, ψ(Y −1) = X˜
def
== π˜T−1 = q1/4Y X.(1.9)
1.1.2. Inner products. The polynomial representation can be supplied
with inner products in various ways. The main ones are in terms of
the function:
(1.10) µ(X ; q, t)
def
==
∞∏
j=0
(1− qjX2)(1− qj+1X−2)
(1− tqjX2)(1− tqj+1X−2)
.
For the constant term functional
X ∋ f 7→ 〈f〉 = ct(f) ∈ Cq,t,
we define three symmetric inner products in X :
((f, g)) = 〈fg∗µ〉, 〈f, g〉 = 〈fgµ〉, 〈f, g〉′ = 〈fgγ˜′µ〉.(1.11)
Here γ˜′
def
==
∑∞
m=−∞ q
mx+m2/4 is an expansion of q−x
2
in the following
sense. The product qx
2
γ˜′ is a Z/2–periodic function in terms of x
provided that |q| < 1. Recall that X = qx.
The anti-involutions of HH ∋ H corresponding to these forms are
those from (1.8,1.9), namely:
((f,H(g))) = ((H∗(f), g)), 〈f,H(g)〉 = 〈H⋄(f), g〉,(1.12)
〈f,H(g)〉′ = 〈Hψ(f), g〉′ for f, g ∈ X , Hψ = ψ(H).
1.2. The E-polynomials. Let us assume that k is generic; we set
t = qk. The definition of nonsymmetric polynomials is as follows:
Y En = q
−n♯En for n ∈ Z,(1.13)
n♯ =
{
n+k
2
n > 0,
n−k
2
n ≤ 0,
}
, note that 0♯ = −
k
2
.(1.14)
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The normalization is En = X
n + “lower terms” , where by “lower
terms”, we mean polynomials in terms of X±m as |m| < n and, addi-
tionally, X |n| for negative n. It gives a filtration in X ; check that Y
preserves the filtration, which justifies the definition from (1.13).
The En (n ∈ Z) are called the nonsymmetric Macdonald polynomials
or simply E–polynomials. Obviously, E0 = 1, E1 = X .
1.2.1. The intertwiners. The first intertwiner comes from the AHA the-
ory:
Φ
def
== T +
t1/2 − t−1/2
Y −2 − 1
: ΦY = Y −1Φ.
The second is Π
def
== q1/4τ+(π); obviously, Π
2 = q1/2. Explicitly,
Π = Xπ = q1/2πX−1 : ΠY = q−1/2Y −1Π.(1.15)
Use that φ(Π) = Π to deduce the latter relation from ΠXΠ−1 =
q1/2X−1. The Π–type intertwiner is due to Knop and Sahi for An (the
case of arbitrary reduced systems was considered in [Ch2]). Since Φ,Π
“intertwine” Y ±1, they can be used for generating the E–polynomials.
Namely,
En+1 = q
n/2Π(E−n) for n ≥ 0,(1.16)
E−n = t
1/2(T +
t1/2 − t−1/2
q2n♯ − 1
)En(1.17)
and, beginning with E0 = 1, one can readily construct the whole family
of E–polynomials. For instance,
T (X) = t1/2X−1 +
(t1/2 − t−1/2)(X−1 −X)
X2 − 1
= t1/2X−1 − (t1/2 − t−1/2)X−1 = t−1/2X−1,
E−1 = t
1/2(T +
t1/2 − t−1/2
qt− 1
)E1 = X
−1 +
1− t
1− tq
X.
Using Π,
E2 = q
1/2ΠE−1 = X
2 + q
1− t
1− tq
.
Applying Φ and then Π again,
E−2 = X
−2 +
1− t
1− tq2
X2 +
(1− t)(1− q2)
(1− tq2)(1− q)
,
E3 = X
3 + q2
1− t
1− tq2
X−1 + q
(1− t)(1− q2)
(1− tq)(1− q)
X.
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It is not difficult to find the general formula. See, e.g., (6.2.7) from [Ma]
for integral k. However, recalculating these formulas from integral k to
generic k is not too simple; we will provide the exact formulas for the
E–polynomials below (in the form we need them).
The following properties of n♯ reflect (1.16):
(1− n)♯ = 1/2− n♯ for all n ∈ Z, (−n)♯ = −n♯ when n 6= 0.(1.18)
1.2.2. The E-Pieri rules. For any n ∈ Z, we have the evaluation formula
En(t
−1/2) = t−|n|/2
∏
0<j<|n˜|
1− qjt2
1− qjt
,(1.19)
where
|n˜| = |n|+ 1 if n ≤ 0 and |n˜| = |n| if n > 0.(1.20)
It is used to introduce the nonsymmetric spherical polynomials
En =
En
En(t−1/2)
.
This normalization is important in many constructions due to the du-
ality formula: Em(q
n♯) = En(q
m♯). The Pieri rules are the simplest for
the E–spherical polynomials:
XEn =
t−1/2±1q−n−t1/2
t±1q−n−1
En+1 +
t1/2−t−1/2
t±1q−n−1
E1−n,(1.21)
X−1En =
t1/2±1q−n+1−t−1/2
t±1q−n+1−1
En−1 −
t1/2−t−1/2
t±1q−n+1−1
E1−n.(1.22)
Here the sign is ± = + if n ≤ 0 and ± = − if n > 0. These formulas
give an alternative approach to constructing the E–polynomials and
establishing their connections with other theories, for instance, with
the p–adic one.
Let us provide the norm formulas for the spherical and standard
polynomials
〈EmE
∗
nµ◦〉 = δmn
∏
0<j<|n˜|
1− qj
t−1 − qjt
,(1.23)
〈EmE
∗
nµ◦〉 = δmn
∏
0<j<|n˜|
(1− qj)(1− qjt2)
(1− qjt)(1− qjt)
,(1.24)
where we use |n˜| from (1.20), and µ◦
def
== µ/〈µ〉.
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1.2.3. Rogers’ polynomials. Let us introduce the Rogers polynomials:
Pn = (1 + t
1/2T )
(
En
)
= (1 + s)
( t−X2
1−X2
En
)
(1.25)
= E−n +
t− tqn
1− tqn
En for n ≥ 0.
The leading term is Xn+X−n: Pn = X
n+X−n+“lower terms”. They
are eigenfunctions of the following well-known operator
L =
t1/2X − t−1/2X−1
X −X−1
Γ +
t1/2X−1 − t−1/2X
X−1 −X
Γ−1,(1.26)
where we set Γ(f(x)) = f(x+ 1/2), Γ(X) = q1/2X , The operator L is
the restriction of Y + Y −1 to symmetric polynomials; this is the key
point of the DAHA approach to the theory of the Macdonald polyno-
mials.
The exact eigenvalues are as follows:
(1.27) L(Pn) = (q
n/2t1/2 + q−n/2t−1/2)Pn, n ≥ 0.
It is obvious from the latter that the P–polynomials are ∗–invariant.
Using directly (2.6) and that η(T ) = T−1, for η defined by (2.19),
P ∗n = ((1 + t
1/2T )
(
En
)
)∗ = (1 + t−1/2T−1)
(
E∗n
)
=
(1 + t−1/2T−1)
(
t1/2T (En)
)
= (1 + t1/2T )
(
En
)
= Pn.
The evaluation formula reads:
Pn(t
±1/2) = t−n/2
∏
0≤j≤n−1
1− qjt2
1− qjt
.
The spherical P–polynomials Pn
def
== Pn/Pn(t
1/2) satisfy the duality
Pn(t
1/2qm/2) = Pm(t
1/2qn/2). The norm formula reads:
〈Pm(X)Pn(X)µ◦〉 = δmn
n−1∏
j=0
(1− qj+1)(1− t2qj)
(1− tqj+1)(1− tqj)
,(1.28)
as m,n ≥ 0.
1.2.4. Explicit formulas. Let us begin with the well-known formulas for
the Rogers polynomials (n ≥ 0):
Pn = X
n +X−n +
[n/2]∑
j=1
Mn−2j
j−1∏
i=0
(1− qn−i)
(1− q1+i)
(1− tqi)
(1− tqn−i−1)
,(1.29)
where Mn = X
n +X−n (n > 0) and M0 = 1.
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The formulas for the E–polynomials are as follows (n > 0):
E−n = X
−n +Xn
1− t
1− tqn
+
[n/2]∑
j=1
X2j−n
j−1∏
i=0
(1− qn−i)
(1− q1+i)
(1− tqi)
(1− tqn−i)
+
[(n−1)/2]∑
j=1
Xn−2j
(1− tqj)
(1− tqn−j)
j−1∏
i=0
(1− qn−i)
(1− q1+i)
(1− tqi)
(1− tqn−i)
,(1.30)
En = X
n+
[n/2]∑
j=1
X2j−n qn−j
(1− qj)
(1− qn−j)
j−1∏
i=0
(1− qn−i−1)
(1− q1+i)
(1− tqi )
(1− tqn−i−1)
+
[(n−1)/2]∑
j=1
Xn−2j qj
j−1∏
i=0
(1− qn−i−1)
(1− q1+i)
(1− tqi )
(1− tqn−i−1)
.(1.31)
2. Global functions
2.1. Spherical functions. We will use n♯ = (n + sgn(n)k)/2 for in-
tegers n 6= 0 and 0♯ = −k/2. From now on sgn(0)
def
== −1, i.e., we
will always treat 0 as a negative number; cf. (1.13). As above, let
γ˜′
def
==
∑∞
n=−∞ q
n2/4Xn, X = qx; recall that the product qx
2
γ˜′(x) is a
Z/2–periodic function of x. We denote the constant term functional,
the coefficient of X0, by 〈 · 〉. We set
µ◦
def
== µ/〈µ〉 = 1 +
t− 1
1− qt
(X2 + qX−2) + . . . ,(2.1)
where 〈µ〉 =
∞∏
j=1
(1− tqj)2
(1− t2qj)(1− qj)
.
Recall that
X∗ = X−1, (q 1/4)∗ = q−1/4, (t 1/2)∗ = t−1/2.
The series µ◦ is ∗–invariant.
2.1.1. Gauss-type integrals. For arbitrary m,n ∈ Z,
〈EnEmγ˜
′µ◦〉 = q
m2+n2+2k(|m|+|n|)
4 Em(q
n♯)〈γ˜′µ◦〉,(2.2)
〈EnE
∗
mγ˜
′µ◦〉 = q
m2+n2+2k(|m|+|n|)
4 E∗m(q
n♯)〈γ˜′µ◦〉.(2.3)
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In these formulas,
〈γ˜′µ◦〉 =
∞∏
j=1
1− qj
1− tqj
, 〈γ˜′µ〉 =
∞∏
j=1
1− tqj
1− t2qj
.(2.4)
See [Ch1], Theorem 2.7.1.
The ∗–conjugations of the E–polynomials are as follows:
E∗m = t
− 1
2T (Em) = q
−(m+(1+sgn(m))k)/2 π(Em) = t
− 1
2X−1E1−m,(2.5)
where
(
m+ (1 + sgn(m))k
)
/2 = m♯ + k/2.
where m ∈ Z, sgn(0) = −1. See, e.g., [Ch1], Proposition 2.5.13.
The conjugation is somewhat simpler in terms of the E–polynomials:
E∗m = t
sgn(m)/2T (Em) = q
−m
2 π(Em) = X
−1E1−m for m ∈ Z.(2.6)
Using (1.19), we obtain:
〈EnEmγ˜
′µ◦〉 =
|n˜|−1∏
j=1
1− qjt2
1− qjt
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj)
(1− qjt)
q
m2+n2+2k|m|
4 Em(q
n♯),(2.7)
〈EnE
∗
mγ˜
′µ◦〉 =
|n˜|−1∏
j=1
1− qjt2
1− qjt
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj)
(1− qjt)
q
m2+n2+2k|m|
4 E∗m(q
n♯).(2.8)
Switching to µ, the formulas from (2.2,2.3) read:
〈EnEmγ˜
′µ〉 =
∞∏
j=|n˜|
1− qjt
1− qjt2
q
m2+n2+2k|m|
4 Em(q
n♯),(2.9)
〈EnE
∗
mγ˜
′µ〉 =
∞∏
j=|n˜|
1− qjt
1− qjt2
q
m2+n2+2k|m|
4 E∗m(q
n♯).(2.10)
Use the second formula from (2.4).
2.1.2. Fourier transforms. The formulas for the Gauss integrals can be
represented algebraically, up to a (global) coefficient of proportionality,
as follows. In the theorem below, q±x
2
will be the formal Gaussian
satisfying the defining relations from (1.2):
s(q±x
2
) = q±x
2
, ω(q±x
2
) = q±1/4X∓1q±x
2
,
where s(x) = −x, ω(f(x)) = f(x− 1/2),
Y (q±x
2
) = ω(q±x
2
) = q±1/4X∓1q±x
2
,
where π = ωs, π(f(x)) = f(1/2− x).
For instance, one can take γ˜′ here as q−x
2
.
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Theorem 2.1. (i) The C(q1/4, t1/2)–linear map defined by
Fσ : X q
−x2 ∋ Emq
−x2 7→ q
m2+2k|m|
4 Emq
+x2 ∈ X q+x
2
,
where m ∈ Z, induces the automorphism σ on the algebra HH naturally
acting in X q∓x
2
. Equivalently, σ = ϕ ⋄.
(ii) Let
Fε : X q
+x2 ∋ Emq
+x2 7→ q
m2+2k|m|
4 E∗mq
+x2 ∈ X q+x
2
,
where q1/4 7→ q−1/4 and t1/2 7→ t−1/2, i.e., the constants are ∗–conjugated
under the action of Fε. This map induces the involution ε on HH; equiv-
alently, ε = ϕ∗.
(iii) Formally conjugating (2.8), let
F′ε : X q
−x2 ∋ Emq
−x2 7→ t(sgn(m)+1)/2q−
m2+2k|m|
4 Emq
−x2 ∈ X q−x
2
,
where q1/4 7→ q−1/4 and t1/4 7→ t−1/4. This map induces the same
involution ε on HH. 
Here we closely follow [Ch3], Theorem 5.1. We will clarify the way to
calculate the corresponding DAHA isomorphisms in the next section.
Note that the (formal) conjugation of (i) eventually leads to the
transform equivalent to that from (iii). Use (2.5) and the first relation
from (1.18).
2.1.3. Reproducing kernels. The general fact is that if the map f 7→
f̂(m) = 〈Em, f〉α can be naturally extended to a morphism F of HH–
modules, then it corresponds to the automorphism β = ϕα, where ϕ
is from (1.3), α is the anti-involution of HH associated to 〈 · , · 〉α. The
latter is assumed to be nondegenerate symmetric inner product or an
anti-symmetric one (for the second component). Here f may belong to
various function spaces, including X qlx
2
(l ∈ Z), their completions and
their delta-counterparts.
The fundamental concept of Fourier analysis (and representation the-
ory) is the reproducing kernel. Given a transform B, it is defined as
follows:
G(X,Λ) =
∑
n
f ′n(X)B(fn)(Λ), where 〈f
′
m, fn〉α = δmn.(2.11)
The basis {fn} in the initial function space can be arbitrary; {f
′
n}
is its dual. Provided the existence, we assume that B induces the
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isomorphism β for the operators. Then
〈G(X,Λ), f(X)〉α = B(f)(Λ), H(G) = β̂α(H)(G)(2.12)
forH ∈ HH, where we consider fn and f
′
n as functions ofX and suppose
that B sends them to functions of Λ, i.e., B : f(X) 7→ f̂(Λ). By
H, Ĥ, we mean this operator acting in the domain and range of B,
i.e., on functions of X and Λ respectively. For instance, Y (G(X,Λ)) =
Λ−1G(X,Λ).
The formal independence of G of the choice of the basis {fn} becomes
a non-trivial issue in the functional analysis. The better the basis (and
the space), the better analytic theory of G. In the q–theory, the best
choice is the basis of the E–polynomials multiplied by the Gaussian.
2.1.4. Nonsymmetric global functions. Theorem 2.1 results in the fol-
lowing two formulas (both are from [Ch3]). Using (i) with the pairing
〈fgµ◦〉 for
fn = Enq
−x2 and f ′n = E
∗
nq
x2/〈EnE
∗
nµ◦〉
and (ii) with pairing 〈fg∗µ◦〉 for
fn = Enq
x2 and f ′n = Enq
x2/〈EnE
∗
nµ◦〉,
we arrive at the following coinciding formulas:
γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ)
γ˜′(t1/2)
G(X ; Λ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
q
|n|2
4 t
|n|
2
E∗n(X)En(Λ)
〈EnE∗nµ◦〉
(2.13)
=
∞∑
n=−∞
q
|n|2
4 t
|n|
2
En(X)E
∗
n(Λ)
〈EnE∗nµ◦〉
,
where we use γ˜′ for q−x
2
. The inner products 〈EnE
∗
nµ◦〉 in these for-
mulas and in those below are provided in (1.24).
It is assumed here that |q| < 1; X,Λ are arbitrary apart from the
zeros of γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ). The formula converges for any q not equal to a
root of unity and is meromorphic. When |q| = 1, the analyticity is
understood with respect to the directions not tangent to the unit circle
(q must not be a root of unity).
Checking the coincidence of these expressions for G is not difficult
because they satisfy the same relations from (2.12). The basic ones
are:
Y (G) = Λ−1G, X−1G = YΛ(G), T (G) = TΛ(G),(2.14)
where the operators indexed by Λ act in terms of Λ. One can check
this coincidence directly. Substitute E∗m = t
sgn(m)/2T (Em) and use that
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T (G) = TΛ(G); equivalently, the relation E
∗
m = X
−1E1−m can be used.
Similarly, the formulas from (iii) coupled with the inner product
〈fg∗µ◦〉 and the basic elements
fn = Enq
−x2, n ∈ Z, f ′n = Enq
−x2/〈EnE
∗
nµ◦〉
result in the second function:
γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ)
γ˜(t1/2)
GX(X ; Λ)(2.15)
=
∞∑
n=−∞
q−
|n|2
4 t−
|n|
2 t(sgn(n)+1)/2
En(X)En(Λ)
〈EnE∗nµ◦〉
,
where |q| > 1 and γ˜
def
==
∑∞
n=−∞ q
−n2/4Xn.
It satisfies the relations from (2.12) and (2.14):
Y (GX) = Λ−1GX, X−1GX = Ŷ (GX), T (GX) = T̂ (GX),
i.e., the same relations as for G.
The functions G,GX are called the global nonsymmetric spherical
functions.
The symmetric (even) global functions read as follows:
γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ)
γ˜′(t1/2)
F (X ; Λ) =
∞∑
n=0
q
n2
4 t
n
2
Pn(X)Pn(Λ)
〈PnPnµ◦〉
, for |q| < 1,(2.16)
γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ)
γ˜(t1/2)
FX(X ; Λ) =
∞∑
n=0
q−
n2
4 t−
n
2
Pn(X)Pn(Λ)
〈PnPnµ◦〉
, |q| > 1.(2.17)
Both satisfy the same difference equation L(F ) = (Λ + Λ−1)F for L
from (1.26). The second function is obtained from the first upon the
formal star-conjugation
q 7→ q−1, t 7→ t−1, X 7→ X−1, Λ 7→ Λ−1,
preserving L (Γ remains fixed).
The action of ∗–conjugation on the G–functions is more involved.
Theorem 2.2. Let G˜ = (GX)∗ be the result of the formal conjugation
of q, t and X,Λ. Namely, we set t = qk, X = qx,Λ = qλ and replace
q by q−1 in the formula for GX without changing k, x, λ; for instance,
γ˜∗ = γ˜′. The convergence of the series for G˜ is for |q| < 1 and
(t1/2T−1)(G˜(X,Λ)) = G(X,Λ) = t1/2Λπ(G˜(X,Λ)).(2.18)
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Proof. The conjugation of functions results in the application of the
automorphism η at level of operators (not ∗ as one may expect). See
[Ch1]:
η : T 7→ T−1, π 7→ π, X 7→ X−1, q1/4 7→ q−1/4, t1/2 7→ t−1/2,(2.19)
H(f ∗) = (η(H)(f))∗ for f ∈ X = Cq,t[X
±1], H ∈ HH.
It must be done in the X–space and in the Λ–space. For instance,
the eigenvalue problem Y (GX) = Λ−1GX becomes η(Y )(G˜) = ΛG˜. Let
us calculate the conjugations of the relations from (2.14).
Since η(Y ) = TY −1T−1, we obtain:
T (G˜) = TΛ(G˜), η(Y )(G˜) = ΛG˜, XG˜ = η(Y )Λ(G),(2.20)
TY −1T−1(G˜) = ΛG˜ = ΛTT−1Λ G˜ ⇒ Y
−1(T−1(G˜)) = Λ T−1Λ (G˜),
XG˜ = (TY −1T−1)Λ(G˜) ⇒ XG˜ =
(
TΛY
−1
Λ T
−1
Λ TΛT
−1
)
(G˜)
= T−1
(
TΛY
−1
Λ
)
(G˜) ⇒ X−1(T−1(G˜)) = YΛ(T
−1
Λ (G˜)) = YΛ(T
−1(G˜)).
Therefore T−1(G˜) satisfies all relations from (2.14) and must coincide
with G up to normalization. The normalization factor can be readily
determined. As a matter of fact, this general justification is not nec-
essary at all (for A1) because of the following explicit identification of
the corresponding series:( ∞∑
n=−∞
q−
|n|2
4 t−
|n|
2 t+(sgn(n)+1)/2
En(X)En(Λ)
〈EnE∗nµ◦〉
)∗
=
∞∑
n=−∞
q+
|n|2
4 t+
|n|
2 t−(sgn(n)+1)/2
E∗n(X)E
∗
n(Λ)
〈EnE∗nµ◦〉
=
∞∑
n=−∞
q+
|n|2
4 t+
|n|
2 t−(sgn(n)+1)/2
tsgn(n)/2T (En(X))E
∗
n(Λ)
〈EnE∗nµ◦〉
.
The second equality in (2.18) follows from the first:
t1/2π(G˜) = t1/2(Y T−1)(G˜) = Y (t1/2T−1(G˜)) = Λ−1G.

We see that the functions G and GX are conceptually connected
through the formal conjugation, however, a certain twist is needed. It
is a general fact (which was not observed in [Ch3]).
2.2. Whittaker functions. In this section, t = qk and |q| < 1 un-
less stated otherwise. We will use the elementary difference operator
Γ(X) = q1/2X and also Γk(X)
def
== qk/2X ,
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2.2.1. Whittaker limit. Etingof states in [Et] following Ruijsenaars [Rui]
that
lim
k→−∞
q−kxΓk LΓ−kq
kx
becomes the so-called q–Toda (difference) operator. To be exact, they
considered the case of An.
Following [Ch5], the basic limiting procedure will be when k ap-
proaches ∞ for |q| < 1 (|t| → 0), unless stated otherwise. Let
æ(L)
def
== qkxΓ−1k LΓkq
−kx, T
def
== RE(L) = lim
k→∞
æ(L),(2.21)
where the second limit is the Ruijsenaars-Etingof procedure. At level
of functions F (X):
RE(F ) = lim
k→∞
qkx F (q−k/2X) = lim
k→∞
qkxΓ−1k (F ).
Later, the case |q| > 1 (|t| → ∞) will be needed too. Then
æX(L)
def
== q−kxΓ−1k LΓkq
kx, T X
def
== REX(L) = lim
k→∞
æX(L),(2.22)
REX(F ) = lim
k→∞
q−kx F (q−k/2X) = lim
k→∞
q−kxΓ−1k (F ).
Generally, the RE procedures require very specific functions F to be
well defined. Formally, if L(Φ) = (Λ + Λ−1)Φ, then
RE(L)(W) = (Λ + Λ−1)W for W = RE(Φ)
REX(L)(WX) = (Λ + Λ−1)WX for WX = REX(Φ),
provided the existence of W,WX.
At level of operators,
æ(L) =
X −X−1
t−1/2X − t1/2X−1
t−1/2Γ +
tX−1 − t−1X
t1/2X−1 − t−1/2X
t1/2Γ−1
=
X −X−1
X − tX−1
Γ +
t2X−1 −X
tX−1 −X
Γ−1.(2.23)
Therefore when |t| → 0,
T = RE(L) =
X −X−1
X
Γ + Γ−1 = (1−X−2)Γ + Γ−1.(2.24)
Similarly,
æX(L) =
X −X−1
t−1/2X − t1/2X−1
t1/2Γ +
tX−1 − t−1X
t1/2X−1 − t−1/2X
t−1/2Γ−1
=
X −X−1
X − tX−1
Γ +
t2X−1 −X
tX−1 −X
Γ−1.(2.25)
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In this case |q| > 1, so |t| → ∞ and
T X = REX(L) =
X −X−1
−X−1
Γ + Γ−1 = (1−X2)Γ + Γ−1.(2.26)
One of the main results of [Ch5] is the formula for the RE–limits
of the global symmetric q, t–spherical function (for arbitrary reduced
root systems; see the definitions there). In the A1–case, the limit of
F (X ; Λ) from (2.16) is as follows:
W(X,Λ) =(2.27)
(γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ))−1
∞∑
m=0
qm
2/4 Pm(Λ; q)X
m
m∏
s=1
1
1− qs
,
where |q| < 1,
∏0
s=1 = 1, Λ = q
λ as for X , Pm are the symmetric
q–Hermite polynomials, to be discussed next. It satisfies, among its
other properties, the relation T (W) = (Λ + Λ−1)W.
Recall that γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ) divided by q−x
2−λ2 is a Z/2–periodic function
of X and of Λ. Therefore, as far as the Toda eigenvalue problem and
other symmetries are concerned, (γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ))−1 can be replaced by
qx
2+λ2 . In this paper, we prefer to make all functions in terms of Laurent
variables, X and Λ; this explains our choice to use γ˜′ rather than q−x
2
.
We note that the series from (2.27) was introduced and discussed in
[Sus] (for A1 only), however, without the Gaussians and without any
reference to the Whittaker theory. It appeared there as a quadratic
exponential function and as a quadratic generating function for one-
dimensional q–Hermite polynomials.
When |q| > 1, the REX–procedure results in
W X(X,Λ) =(2.28)
(γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
∞∑
m=0
q−
m2
4 Pm(Λ; q
−1)X−m
m∏
s=1
1
1− q−s
,
where γ˜ is obtained from γ˜′ by the formal substitution q 7→ q−1.
The functionW X(X,Λ) is obviouslyW(X,Λ) upon the action of the
automorphism of C[q±1/4][X±1] defined by XX = X−1, and (q1/4)X =
q−1/4. Since xX = x due to X = qx, the image ΓX of Γ, sending
x 7→ x+ 1/2, coincides with Γ. Thus T X(W X) = (Λ + Λ−1)W X, as it
is supposed to be.
Note that the formulas above are valid for any |q| 6= 1 upon a straight
algebraic transformation from q to q−1. Moreover, the analytic contin-
uation to |q| = 1 is possible for almost all such q (roots of unity must
be excluded, but not only them); see below.
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2.2.2. Harish-Chandra expansion. A systematic analytic theory of the
global functions will be a subject of further papers; however, the fol-
lowing introduction to the Harish-Chandra q, t–theory seems quite rel-
evant here. The corresponding nonsymmetric theory will be presented
in a continuation of this paper. It is actually the best way to proceed
for arbitrary root systems; for An, the constructions in the symmetric
setting are relatively straightforward.
For |q| < 1 and |X| > |q| 1/2 the asymptotic expansions and the
corresponding Harish-Chandra decomposition read in the q–Whittaker
case as follows:
γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ)W(X,Λ)(2.29)
= 〈µ〉σ(Λ−1) γ˜′(XΛ)
∞∑
j=0
qjX−2j
j∏
s=1
1
(1− qs)(1− qsΛ2)
+〈µ〉σ(Λ)γ˜′(XΛ−1)
∞∑
j=0
qjX−2j
j∏
s=1
1
(1− qs)(1− qsΛ−2)
,
where σ(Λ) =
∞∏
j=0
(1− qjΛ2)−1, 〈µ〉 =
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj)−1
are the q–Whittaker version of the Harish-Chandra c–function and
the constant term of µ from (2.40) below. This identity follows from
the Whittaker part of the paper [Ch5]. The corresponding expansions
exist for arbitrary (reduced) root systems (in the twisted case), but the
explicit formulas for the coefficients can be involved.
Using that the terms in the right-hand solve the q–Toda eigenvalue
problem, they can be meromorphically continued to all values of X .
The difference equation in terms of Λ is also known (see [Ch5]), so the
right-hand side can be extended meromorphically to all X,Λ.
One can expect to exclude q,Λ such that qsΛ±2 6= 1 for any s ∈ N ,
but the poles from the both terms in the right-hand side will cancel
each other at these points. Thus it is not necessary. Generally speaking
(for arbitrary root systems), the cancelation of the poles in the Harish-
Chandra decomposition formulas is difficult to check directly. The
existence of the global function makes it immediate.
The inequalities |X| > |q1/2| guarantee the absolute convergence of
the right-hand side (the expansions) for |q| < 1. However, they are not
needed for the left-hand side (the global function), which is analytic
for any X,Λ when |q| < 1 or when |q| > 1.
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Note that the convergence of the summations in the right-hand side
of (2.29) becomes significantly better for |q| > 1; X,Λ can be arbitrary
for such q (as in the left-hand side). The same essentially holds for the
multipliers 〈µ〉 σ(Λ±1). Indeed, they can be redefined in terms of the
q–exponential series; then similar arguments can be applied.
The left-hand (global) side of (2.29) can be extended even to almost
all points at the unit circle:
|q| = 1 provided |XΛ±1| > 1/R(q),(2.30)
where R(q)
def
== lim inf
m→∞
|1− qm|1/m.
Here we must of course avoid the roots of unity, where R(q) = 0, but
the essence of this approach is that it is not sufficient; a greater set of
points must be avoided. See, e.g., [Lub], especially, (1.17)-(1.19) there.
The theory of such analytic continuations to the unit circle is classical,
due to Hardy-Littlewood and others.
The analytic continuation to the unit circle (at almost all points) is,
generally, only with respect to the non-tangent directions. However,
the following sequences {qn} tending to q are allowed. If |qn| = 1 then
we must assume that |1 − qmn |
1/m > ǫ for an arbitrarily small ǫ > 0,
almost all m > 0 and for sufficiently large n.
Comment. The right-hand side of (2.29) is a weighted sum of the
asymptotic series as |X| → ∞ for the q–Toda eigenvalue problem and
that for Λ 7→ Λ−1. This series solves the Toda eigenvalue problem and
its coefficients can be uniquely determined from it. Recall that the
exact convergence condition for it is |X| > |q|1/2 for |q| < 1, which
becomes much better (any X) upon adding its Λ−1–counterpart.
This series is an instance of the formula from [GiL] (theGL(n)–case),
representing a certain generating function in the quantum K–theory
of flag varieties. See the Appendix, Section 7. We note that only the
asymptotic series alone appears in [GiL], not the weighted summation
from (2.29).
Thus the Harish-Chandra formula (2.29) for the global Whittaker
function connects that Givental-Lee theory with the algebraic geometry
of affine Schubert varieties (encoded in the level one affine Demazure
character formulas). The limit q → 1 of (2.29) coincides with the
corresponding c–weighted summation formula for the classical (real)
Whittaker function (see [GW],[Wa]); generally, the summation is over
the Weyl group. 
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The spherical q, t–generalization of (2.29) is actually simpler to es-
tablish. The following theorem is not too difficult to justify in the rank
one case. Generally, the nonsymmetric theory helps significantly.
Theorem 2.3. For the function F (X ; Λ) from (2.16), let us assume
that |q| < 1 and |X| < |t|1/2|q|−1/2. Then
γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ)
γ˜′(t1/2)
F (X,Λ)(2.31)
= 〈µ〉σ(Λ)γ˜′(XΛt−1/2)
∞∑
j=0
(
q
t
)
j
X2j
j∏
s=1
(1− tqs−1)(1− qs−1tΛ−2)
(1− qs)(1− qsΛ−2)
+〈µ〉σ(Λ−1)γ˜′(XΛ−1t−1/2)
∞∑
j=0
(
q
t
)
j
X2j
j∏
s=1
(1− tqs−1)(1− qs−1tΛ2)
(1− qs)(1− qsΛ2)
,
where σ(Λ) =
∏∞
j=0
1−tqjΛ2
1−qjΛ2
is the q, t–generalization of the Harish-
Chandra c–function; 〈µ〉 is from (2.1). 
This identity follows from the q, t–part of paper [Ch5] and a straight-
forward calculation of the expansion coefficients. The terms in the
right-hand satisfy the Macdonald eigenvalue problem, so they can be
extended meromorphically to all X,Λ.
Formula (2.29) is actually the result of the RE limiting procedure
applied to (2.31); it is an instructional calculation. We replace X by
X−1 (using that F is symmetric) and then use that
RE
( γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ)
γ˜′(t1/2)γ˜′(X−1Λt−1/2)
)
=
γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ)
γ˜′(X−1Λ)
.
It suffices to take here q−x
2
instead of γ˜′(X) (and for the other ar-
guments). Then this formula becomes quite obvious. The limits of
the other terms in (2.31) can be obtained by the straight substitution
t 7→ 0.
The left-hand side here is an analytic function for all X,Λ when
|q| < 1, so its convergence is significantly better than for the classical
basic hypergeometric series on the right-hand side. The parameter t
is assumed sufficiently general to avoid the zeros of 〈Pn, Pn〉. The
inequality |X| < |t|1/2|q|−1/2 from the theorem ensures the convergence
of the right-hand side for |q| < 1.
Note that when |q| > 1, the summations in the right-hand side still
converge if we impose the condition |X| < |q|1/2|t|−1/2. Thus the right
hand side can be used to connect the domains |q| < 1 and |q| > 1 (under
the above inequality). Here the function σ(Λ±1) must be redefined
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using the q–exponential functions. This continuation actually goes
through the unit circle.
Concerning the left-hand side, it can be continued analytically to
|q| = 1 provided |X±1Λ±1| < |t|1/2R(q).(2.32)
Compare with (2.30). The continuation is for sequences {qn} approach-
ing q such that |1 − qmn |
1/m > ǫ for an arbitrarily small ǫ > 0, almost
all m > 0, and sufficiently large n.
Recall that F in the left hand-side remains a solution of the same dif-
ference equation L(F ) = (Λ+Λ−1)F upon the formal star-conjugation
q 7→ q−1, t 7→ t−1, X 7→ X−1, Λ 7→ Λ−1.
This readily provides a formula defined for |q| > 1. It is straightforward
to calculate its expansion decomposition.
The connection between the regions |q| < 1 and |q| > 1 in the q, t–
case is significantly different from that in the Whittaker case. In the
Whittaker case, the conjugation changes the corresponding difference
equation (it does not in the q, t–case); however, the defining series
of each of these two functions (the left-hand size of (2.29) ) can be
extended from the region |q| < 1 to the region |q| > 1 simply by
recalculating the corresponding series in terms of q−1.
Comment. Formula (2.31) (without explicit expressions for coef-
ficients) was announced by Jasper Stokman for GL(n) in his lecture
(June, 2009). A complete theory of the q, t–version of the Harish-
Chandra expansion and decomposition theory for any reduced root
systems (the twisted case) is in his recent [Sto2]. Similarly to the clas-
sical differential theory, the difference decomposition formula results
from the following two ingredients:
(a) the calculation of the corresponding asymptotic limit, which is
the c–function ([Ch5] in the q, t–case),
(b) the coefficient-wise existence and uniqueness of the asymptotic
series and its meromorphic continuation.
The formal uniqueness is essentially sufficient to establish the ex-
istence of this series in a neighborhood of infinity. The exponential
growth of the coefficients results from the recurrence relations for them
(the uniqueness). Then the corresponding differential or difference
equations can be used for the meromorphic continuation.
Stokman’s approach is based on the Cherednik-Matsuo map to/from
the QAKZ-equation, where the calculation of the asymptotic coef-
ficients is very similar to that in the differential AKZ-case (paper
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[Ch6] and previous first author’s papers on the r–matrix Knizhnik-
Zamolodchikov equations).
An alternative approach to the coefficient-wise existence and unique-
ness of the asymptotic expansion is in deducing this fact from the dif-
ferential theory, namely, from that due to Heckman and Opdam; see
[HO], which is the limiting case q → 1 of the q, t–theory. The standard
deformation argument is used here. This line was suggested by Opdam
and the first author.
Paper [MS] (the GL(n)–case) and the papers [Me, Sto2] (the twisted
case, arbitrary reduced root systems) are devoted to the existence of
the asymptotic series, their convergence and symmetries. We remark
that paper [Ch5] was written in the twisted case too.
The advantage of the approach due to van Meer and Stokman (vs.
that based on the deformation to the differential theory) is that the con-
vergence of the asymptotic series in a neighborhood of infinity readily
results in its global meromorphic continuation. The QAKZ is a differ-
ence system of equations, which readily provides the desired meromor-
phic continuation (in contrast to the differential theory).
The Macdonald eigenvalue problem (used directly) is expected to
provide the same, but the corresponding tools are not properly devel-
oped at the moment.
A disadvantage of this approach is that the Cherednik-Matsuo map
is the symmetrization of the vector-valued solutions of QAKZ (of di-
mension |W |), which makes it practically impossible to use for explicit
calculation of the asymptotic coefficients (even in the simplest cases).
Finding the fundamental solution of AQKZ is generally significantly
more difficult problem than direct finding the symmetric solution of
the Macdonald eigenvalue problem, algebraically and analytically (in
spite of the fact that Cherednik-Matsuo maps are isomorphisms).
The Whittaker reduction of the q, t–version of the Harish-Chandra
asymptotic decomposition formula and its connection with the Givental-
Lee theory was announced by the first author. It also establishes the
connection with [GW] and [Wa] and with the classical p–adic Whit-
taker theory.
The first author is grateful to Jasper Stokman for the information
about his ongoing research and Eric Opdam for useful discussions.
2.2.3. Nonsymmetric q-Hermite polynomials. For an E–polynomial En,
let us define its two limits:
En = lim
t→0
En and E
†
n = lim
t→∞
En.
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Both limits exist (for instance, use the explicit formulas or the inter-
twining operators) and are closely connected to each other.
Proposition 2.4. For n ≥ 0,
E
†
−n =
(
q
n
2E−n(Xq
1
2 )
)∣∣∣
q→q−1
, E
†
n =
(
q−
n
2En(Xq
1
2 )
)∣∣∣
q→q−1
.(2.33)

The polynomials En are called nonsymmetric (continuous) q–Hermite
polynomials (see [Ch5] and references therein; they are considered there
for arbitrary reduced root systems). Their symmetrizations are the
classical q–Hermite polynomials.
Comment. Upon the substitution X 7→ X−1, the polynomials En
are directly related to the Demazure characters of level one Kac-Moody
integrable modules, thus are closely connected with the geometry of the
affine Schubert varieties (through the Kumar-Mathieu formula).
This connection is from [San] in the GL(n)–case; for arbitrary root
systems, it is from [Ion] (the twisted case). 
More systematically, let us define
T
def
== lim
t→0
t1/2T =
1
1−X2
◦ (s− 1), T (T + 1) = 0.(2.34)
Using intertwiners, E0 = 1,
E1+n = q
n/2ΠE−n,(2.35)
E−n = (T + 1)En
for n ≥ 0; the raising operator Π = Xπ was defined in (1.15).
From the divisibility condition T + 1 = (s + 1) · { }, we obtain that
E−n is symmetric (s–invariant) and P n = E−n for n ≥ 0.
Explicitly,
E−n−1 = ((T + 1)Πq
n/2)E−n,
(T + 1)Π =
X2Γ−1 −X−2Γ
X −X−1
.
The bar-Pieri rules read as follows:
X−1E−n = E−n−1 −En+1 (n ≥ 0),(2.36)
X−1En = (1− q
n−1)En−1 + q
n−1E1−n (n ≥ 1),
XE−n = (1− q
n)E1−n + En+1 (n ≥ 0),(2.37)
XEn = En+1 − q
nE1−n (n ≥ 1).
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Let Y = πT = limt→0 t
1/2Y . Recall that
Y En =
{
t−1/2q−n/2En, n > 0,
t1/2q−n/2En, n ≤ 0.
In the limit,
Y En =
{
q−|n|/2En, n > 0,
0, n ≤ 0.
(2.38)
Since Y is not invertible, we need to introduce
Y ′ = lim
t→0
t1/2Y −1 = lim
t→0
t1/2T−1π = T ′π
for T ′ = T + 1. Then Y Y ′ = 0 = Y ′ Y and
Y ′En =
{
q−|n|/2En, n ≤ 0,
0, n > 0.
(2.39)
Finally,
L = lim
t→0
t1/2L = Y ′ + Y =
1
1−X2
Γ +
1
1−X−2
Γ−1
and LP n = q
−n/2P n, n ≥ 0 (see (1.27)); recall that P n = E−n.
2.2.4. The series for the mu-function. The Hermite-type degeneration of
the function µ from (1.10) is as follows:
µ(X ; q) =
∞∏
j=0
(1− qjX2)(1− qj+1X−2) =(2.40)
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj)−1
∞∑
n=−∞
(−1)nq
n2−n
2 X2n,
〈µ〉 =
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj)−1, ω(µ) = µ(Xq−1/2; q) = (−X2q−1)µ.
Also, µ(X−1) = −X−2µ(X). Compare with ω(γ˜′) = (q−1/4X)γ˜′, where
γ˜′ =
∞∑
n=−∞
qn
2/4Xn(2.41)
=
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj/2)(1 + q
2j−1
4 X)(1 + q
2j−1
4 X−1).
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The function γ˜′µ serves the inner product with the Gaussian. One
has from (2.4):
〈γ˜′µ◦〉 =
∞∏
j=1
(1− qj), 〈γ˜′µ〉 = 1.(2.42)
The complete expansion is as follows:
γ˜′µ =
∞∑
n=0
qn(n+2)/12(Xn+2 −X−n), where n 6= 2 mod 3.(2.43)
More explicitly, the coefficient of (Xn+2 −X−n) here equals
q
(3m+2)m
4 for n = 3m, q
(3m+1)(m+1)
4 for n = 3m+ 1, 0 otherwise.
Ignoring n 6= 2 mod 3 and substituting n 7→ 2n, q 7→ q3/2, the summa-
tion in (2.43) becomes that from (2.40).
Adding the E–polynomials, the limit of (2.7) as k →∞ (t→ 0) is
〈EnEmγ˜
′µ〉 = lim
k→∞
q
m2+n2+2k|m|
4 Em(q
n♯) =(2.44)
q
(m−n)2
4 for sgn(n) + sgn(m) < 2 and 0 otherwise .
Indeed, the term q
k|m|
2 Em(q
n♯) is nonzero in the limit if and only if Em
contains the monomial X−sgn(n)|m|. This holds unless n > 0 and m > 0.
Then the coefficient of this monomial will be always 1 in the bar-limit;
we use that E−n = P n for n > 0.
The particular cases 0 ≤ n,m ≤ 1 are immediate from (2.43).
3. Nil-DAHA
3.1. Key definitions. A systematic theory of q–Hermite polynomials
and global Whittaker functions begins with the following definition of
the nil-DAHA which can be readily adjusted to arbitrary (reduced)
root systems.
Definition 3.1. (i) The nil-DAHA HH is generated by T, π,X±1 over
the ring C[q±1/4] with the defining relations: T (T + 1) = 0,
π2 = 1, πXπ = q1/2X−1, TX −X−1T = X−1.(3.1)
Equivalently, TX = X−1T ′ for T ′
def
== T + 1 . Setting Y
def
== πT and
Y ′
def
== T ′π one has: T ′Y = Y ′T, TY ′ = 0 = Y T ′.
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(ii) Similarly, one can define HH
ϕ
= C[q±1/4]〈T, π˘, Y ±1〉 subject to
TT ′ = 0 for T ′ = T + 1 and
π˘2 = 1, π˘Y π˘ = q−1/2Y −1, TY −1 = Y T ′.(3.2)
Setting X
def
== π˘T ′, X ′
def
== T π˘, one has: TX = X ′T ′, T ′X ′ = 0 = XT.
(iii) The algebra HH
ϕ
is the image of the algebra HH under the
anti-isomorphism
ϕ : T 7→ T, π 7→ π˘, X 7→ Y −1.(3.3)
Correspondingly, ϕ : Y 7→ X ′, Y ′ 7→ X. There is also an isomorphism
σ : HH → HH
ϕ
sending
σ : T 7→ T, X 7→ Y −1, π 7→ π˘,
σ : Y 7→ π˘T, Y ′ 7→ T ′π˘.
(iv) The automorphism τ+ fixing T,X and sending Y 7→ q
−1/4XY
acts in HH . Correspondingly, τ−
def
== ϕτ+ϕ
−1 acts in HH
ϕ
preserving
T, Y and sending X 7→ q1/4Y X. One has the relations
στ+ = τ
−1
− σ, στ
−1
+ = τ−σ,(3.4)
matching the identity from (1.7) in the generic case. 
Both algebras, HH andHH
ϕ
, satisfy the PBW Theorem because they
are limits of HH (to be discussed below in detail), so the q, t–algebra is
their flat deformation. It includes the case when q is a root of unity.
3.1.1. Polynomial representation. Any H ∈ HH can be represented as
H =
∑
i ciX
ihi for constant ci(i ∈ Z) and hi ∈ HY
def
==< T, π >; this
readily follows from the defining relations. Moreover, this representa-
tions is unique since HH is a limit of HH, where the PBW Theorem
holds. The existence of the above representations automatically guar-
antees their uniqueness. Furthermore, any element h ∈ HY can be
uniquely expressed as a linear combination of
Y mπ, (Y ′)m+1π, Y m, (Y ′)m+1 where m ≥ 0.
The bar-polynomial representation X is IndHHHY C
0
+ = C[q
±1/4][X±1],
where C0,1± are one-dimensional representations of HY defined as fol-
lows:
T ′(1) = ǫ, T (1) = ǫ− 1, π(1) = ±1,(3.5)
Y (1) = ±(ǫ− 1), Y ′(1) = ±ǫ for ǫ = 0, 1.
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The bar-formulas discussed above give an explicit description of the
polynomial (or bar-polynomial ) representation of HH in X ; recall that
T, π,X±1, Y, Y ′ are mapped to the operators T , π,X±1, Y , Y ′.
3.1.2. The order function. An important feature of the nil-case is that
the nil-DAHA are filtered algebras with Weyl-type algebras as their as-
sociated graded algebras. It significantly simplifies the PBW Theorem
and related issues. Let the order be m for the following elements
X lY mπ,X l(Y ′)mπ(m > 0), X lY m, X l(Y ′)m(m > 0),(3.6)
where l ∈ Z, m ∈ Z+. The order ord(H) of H ∈ HH will be defined as
the maximum of orders of the terms in the linear decomposition of H
with respect to (3.6).
Proposition 3.2. The order above satisfies
ord(H1H2) ≤ ord(H1) + ord(H2).
The associated graded algebra grHH is isomorphic to
W
def
==< X,X−1, Y, Y ′, π > over C[q±1/4]
subject to nil-versions of the Weyl-type relations
Y Y ′ = 0 = Y ′Y, XY = q1/2Y X extended by(3.7)
π2 = 1, πXπ = q1/2X−1, πY π = Y ′.
They result in T 2 = 0 for T = πY = Y ′π and in XY ′ = q−1/2Y ′X.
The corresponding grading is given by ord(Y ) = 1 = ord(Y ′), ord(X) =
0 = ord(π).
Proof. The relations Y ′T = T ′Y, Y ′ = T ′π become Y T = TY and
Y ′ = Tπ in grHH since T ′ = T in the latter. Similarly, TX = X−1T ′
becomes XY = q1/2Y X upon the substitution T = πY = T ′. 
3.1.3. Invariant symmetric forms. Recall (2.40):
(3.8) µ(X ; q) =
∞∏
j=0
(1− qjX2)(1− qj+1X−2).
The inner products
〈f, g〉◦ = 〈fgµ◦〉, 〈f, g〉
′ = 〈fgγ˜′µ〉.(3.9)
from (1.11) can obviously be used in the bar-polynomial representa-
tion X . The remaining form, which involves the conjugation, will be
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addressed later. The kernels of these bilinear forms are the bar-limits,
µ◦ and γ˜µ from (2.40) and (2.43).
Note that 〈1, 1〉◦ = 1 = 〈1, 1〉
′ and both forms are actually well-
defined for any q (including roots of unity). One can see this directly
from (2.40) for 〈f, g〉◦. The second inner product was calculated in
(2.44):
〈En, Em〉
′ =(3.10)
q
(m−n)2
4 for sgn(n) + sgn(m) < 2 and 0 otherwise .
The corresponding anti-involutions of the algebra HH ∋ H are those
from (1.8,1.9):
〈f,H(g)〉◦ = 〈H
⋄(f), g〉◦, 〈f,H(g)〉
′ = 〈Hψ(f), g〉′,(3.11)
where f, g ∈ X , Hψ = ψ(H).
3.2. Using the conjugation. The nil-DAHA is a limit ofHH as t→ 0.
The anti-involution ∗ plays an important role in the q, t–theory. Since
t∗ = t−1, its nil-counterpart requires considering the limit as t→∞ as
well.
3.2.1. The limit at infinity. We use HH
†
to denote the resulting alge-
bra. Explicitly, we have HH
†
=< T †, π,X±1 > subject to the defining
relations:
(T † − 1)T † = 0, π2 = 1, πXπ = q1/2X−1,(3.12)
T †X = X−1(T † − 1) = X−1(T †)′ for (T †)′
def
== T † − 1.
We set T † = limt→∞ t
−1/2T in the limit from HH. The polynomial
representation X survives in this limit; we denote the resulting HH
†
–
module by X
†
. The operators π, X±1 remain the same, but T † acts
by
(3.13) T
†
= s+
1
X2 − 1
(s− 1).
The anti-involution ∗ naturally becomes the anti-isomorphism send-
ing
HH ∋ H 7→ H∗ ∈ HH
†
,
T 7→ (T †)′ = T † − 1, π 7→ π, X±1 7→ X∓1, q 7→ q−1.(3.14)
Its inverse will be denoted by the same symbol; we note that (T †)∗ =
T ′ = T + 1 under this map.
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3.2.2. Connection maps. These two algebras are connected by the fol-
lowing C[q±1/4]–linear isomorphisms:
ν± : HH → HH
†
: T 7→ −T †, π 7→ ±π, X 7→ X,(3.15)
β : HH → HH
†
: T 7→ X−2(1− T †), π 7→ π, X 7→ X.(3.16)
The map β is a adjusted to the polynomial representations in the
following sense: for any f ∈ C[q±1/4][X±1] and H ∈ HH we have
X ∋ H(f) = β(H)(f) ∈ X
†
, for instance,(3.17)
T =
1
1−X2
(s− 1) = X−2(1− T
†
) = X−2(1− s+
1
1−X2
(s− 1)).
See (2.34); we continue to use bar for the operators acting in the stan-
dard polynomial representation.
We note that ν−1+ β and βν
−1
+ are the automorphisms of HH and HH
†
given by conjugation by X−1 followed by τ 2+. For instance, in HH we
have the identity
(3.18) X−1TX = X−2T +X−2,
and by applying ν+ to the right-hand side we obtain the image of T
under β (T,X are fixed under τ+, which we need here for π only).
Finally, we define an isomorphism
η : HH → HH
†
:(3.19)
T 7→ (T †)′ = T † − 1, π 7→ π, X 7→ X−1, q1/4 7→ q−1/4,
and its inverse, sometimes denoted by the same symbol η. This defini-
tion is a direct nil-variant of that from (2.19).
Proposition 3.3. There exists a unique C–linear automorphism de-
noted by ∗ from X to X
†
and the one in the opposite direction sending
1 7→ 1, q 7→ q−1 and compatible with η:
X ∋ H(f ∗) = (η(H)(f))∗ ∈ X
†
for H ∈ HH,(3.20)
X
†
∋ H(f ∗) = (η(H)(f))∗ ∈ X for H ∈ HH
†
.
Upon the standard identification of the polynomial representations with
C[q±1/4][X±1], it becomes the conjugation, namely, (Xn)∗ = X−n for
all n and q1/4 7→ q−1/4. Moreover,
(En)
∗ = X−1E
†
1−n and (E
†
n)
∗ = X−1E1−n for n ∈ Z.(3.21)

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3.2.3. Pairing with conjugation. The remaining inner product from for-
mula (1.11) in the ◦–normalization is:
(3.22) ((f, g))◦ = 〈fg
∗µ◦〉.
In the limit, it becomes a pairing between f ∈ X and g ∈ X
†
(or in
the opposite order):
(3.23) ((f, g))◦ = 〈fg
∗µ◦〉, ((1, 1))◦ = 1, ((g, f))◦ = 〈gf
∗µ†◦〉 = ((f, g))
∗
◦.
Here g∗ ∈ X , so µ◦ in the first formula becomes µ◦, which is the limit
of µ◦ as t → 0. In the opposite order, µ
†
◦ = limt→∞ µ◦ must be used;
see (1.28).
Check that
(3.24) lim
t→0
(g∗) =
(
lim
t→∞
g
)∗
,
whenever the limits exist. Recall that X and X
†
are both equal to
C[q±1/4][X±1], but the former is defined as a module over HH, the latter
over HH
†
.
Taking the limit of the first formula in (1.12), we obtain
(3.25) ((H(f), g))◦ = ((f,H
∗(g)))◦,
where H ∈ HH and hence H∗ ∈ HH
†
.
For instance, let us consider T . Then in HH:
(3.26) 〈T (f)g∗µ◦〉 = ((T (f), g))◦ = ((f, T
∗(g)))◦ = 〈f(T
−1(g))∗µ◦〉.
This relation must be multiplied by t1/2 followed by t → 0. On the
left-hand side t1/2T → T , while on the far right-hand side we need to
consider the limit of t1/2(T−1(g))∗ = (t−1/2T−1(g))∗. Moving inside ∗,
t−1/2T−1 tends to T † − 1 as t→∞. Thus
(3.27) ((T (f), g))◦ = ((f, (T
† − 1)(g)))◦.
We note that (1.24) readily results in
((Em, E
†
n))◦ = δmn
∏
0<j<|n˜|
(1− qj),(3.28)
((E
†
m, En))◦ = δmn
∏
0<j<|n˜|
(1− q−j).
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3.3. Tilde-subalgebras. A surprising fact is that the construction of
non-symmetric Whittaker functions naturally leads to a module over
HH
ϕ
, which differs significantly from the bar-polynomial representa-
tion. We will call it the hat-polynomial or spinor representation. It
naturally appears within the technique of spinors to be discussed later.
The spinor representation is not a standard induced HH–module, but
can be interpreted as a sub-induced module. The problem is that the
subalgebra H¯X =< T,X
±1 > has no one-dimensional representations
and we need to diminish HH by switching from X±1 to other (non-
invertible) generators. It can be addressed as follows.
3.3.1. Alternative presentations. Let us begin with the following remark.
Motivated the theory of the DAHA in the q, t–case, one can try to
eliminate π from the definition of nil-DAHA. It is doable, but less
useful than in the general case.
The claim is that HH =< T,X±1, Y >. The remaining elements
π, Y ′ are expressed as follows:
π = q1/2X−1Y X − Y, Y ′ = T ′π = T ′(q1/2X−1Y X − Y ).(3.29)
In terms of T,X, Y , the defining relations will be
T (T + 1) = 0, π2 = (q1/2X−1Y X − Y )2 = 1,(3.30)
Y (X +X−1) = (q1/2X−1 + q−1/2X)Y,
X(Y + Y ′) = (q1/2Y + q−1/2Y ′)X.
However, the algebra HH does not have the PBW-property in terms
of T,X, Y (which is the key fact in the q, t–case). Also, as noted above,
the affine Hecke subalgebra H¯X =< T,X
±1 > has no one-dimensional
representation due to the invertibility of X .
One may also consider HH as the algebraic span HH =< T, π, π˜ >
over C[q±1/4]. The defining relations in this presentation are as follows:
T (T + 1) = 0, π2 = 1 = π˜2,(3.31)
πXπ = q1/2X−1 for X
def
== q1/4π˜π,
π˜Y π˜ = q−1/2Y ′ for Y
def
== πT.
The function ord(H) becomes maxi{ord(Ni)} for any reduced expres-
sion H =
∑
i ciNi, where Ni are products (monomials) of T, π, π˜ and
where ord(Ni) is the number of T in the word for Ni. By reduced,
we mean that the sum H =
∑
i ciNi must have the least possible
maxi{ord(Ni) : ci 6= 0} among all such expressions for H in terms
of the products of T, π, π˜.
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The embedding of HH into the abstract algebra defined in (3.31) is
straightforward; the formulas for the images ofX, Y are provided there.
It is obviously an isomorphism. The element π˜ is actually from (1.8):
π˜
def
== τ+(π) = q
−1/4Xπ = q1/4πX−1.(3.32)
3.3.2. Transitional subalgebras. The approach we need in order to ad-
dress the spinor representation is actually opposite to the previous
remarks; we need to eliminate π, π˜, X from the list of generators. Let
us introduce two proper subalgebras of HH:
H˜Hπ˜,Y
def
==< T, π˜, Y, Y ′ >, H˜Hπ,X˜
def
==< T, π, X˜, X˜ ′ >,(3.33)
where
X˜
def
== π˜T ′ = q1/4Y X,(3.34)
X˜ ′
def
== T π˜ = q−1/4X−1Y ′.
These elements are direct nil-counterparts of X˜±1 used in (1.9). The
anti-involution ψ defined there acts inHH as does τ+; note that ψ τ+ ψ =
τ−1+ .
One has:
ψ(H˜Hπ˜,Y ) = H˜Hπ,X˜ , where ψ :(3.35)
Y 7→ X˜ ′, Y ′ 7→ X˜, π˜ 7→ π, T 7→ T.(3.36)
The following relations hold:
X˜T = 0 = T ′X˜ ′, T X˜ = X˜ ′T ′.(3.37)
3.3.3. Defining relations. We claim that H˜Hπ˜,Y , considered as an ab-
stract algebra, has the following defining relations:
T (T + 1) = 0, π˜2 = 1, π˜Y π˜ = q−1/2Y ′,(3.38)
Y Y ′ = 0 = Y ′Y, Y T ′ = 0 = TY ′, T ′Y = Y ′T, T ′
def
== T + 1
Applying ψ, the defining relations of H˜Hπ,X˜ are then
T (T + 1) = 0, π2 = 1, πX˜π = q1/2X˜ ′,(3.39)
X˜X˜ ′ = 0 = X˜ ′X˜, X˜T = 0 = T ′X˜ ′, T X˜ = X˜ ′T ′.
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It is obvious that all these relations hold in HH. What is less obvious
is that the corresponding homomorphisms
H˜Hπ˜,Y → HH ← H˜Hπ,X˜(3.40)
are injective if these algebras are defined by the presentations above,
not as subalgebras. This follows from Theorem 3.4, (i, ii) below.
Comment. The standard way to verify the injectivity in (3.40) and
to check similar facts is as follows.
(a) First of all, one must check that the abstract algebras from
(3.38,3.39) satisfy the claims of Theorem 3.4 below, except for the
uniqueness part there, i.e., without verification of the linear indepen-
dence of the terms listed there. Then one defines the tilde-polynomial
representations of these algebras as proper induced modules (see be-
low).
(b) Assuming that the uniqueness holds, the formulas for the gener-
ators acting in the tilde-representations can be calculated. Then one
verifies directly that these formulas really give representations of the
corresponding algebras, so these representations can be defined explic-
itly without any reference to the induction construction.
(c) Next, it is not difficult to check that the terms listed in Theorem
3.4 really are linearly independent as operators acting in the corre-
sponding tilde-polynomial representations for generic q. This readily
gives the uniqueness claims from this theorem for all q and, finally, the
injectivity of the maps in (3.40).
The nil-case. Using the order in nil-Hecke algebras simplifies the
considerations versus the q, t–case; it can be used instead of the order
of operators needed in (c). This order readily results in the existence
of the PBW-type decompositions of the elements in HH. The fact that
the nil-algebras are limits of HH (where the PBW Theorem holds) gives
the uniqueness; the latter results in the injectivity from (3.40).
3.4. PBW and filtrations. The next step will be the PBW Theorems
for the tilde-algebras.
Theorem 3.4. (tilde-PBW) (i) An arbitrary H ∈ H˜Hπ˜,Y can be uniquely
represented as a linear combination of the terms
(X˜ ′)lTY m, X˜ lπ˜ (Y ′)m, π˜ Y m(m > 0), X˜ lY m, (X˜ ′)l(Y ′)m(l +m > 0),
where l ≥ 0, m ≥ 0.
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(ii) An arbitrary H ∈ H˜Hπ,X˜ can be uniquely represented as a linear
combination of the terms
(Y ′)lT ′X˜m, Y lπ(X˜ ′)m, πX˜m(m > 0), Y lX˜m, (Y ′)l(X˜ ′)m(l +m > 0),
where l ≥ 0, m ≥ 0.
Proof. Let us check (i). We can move Y and Y ′ to the right (through
T and π˜ modulo lower terms). Therefore, any H ∈ H˜Hπ˜,Y can be
represented as a linear combination of the terms M˜M , M˜π˜M and
M˜TM for the monomials in the form M˜ = X˜ l or M˜ = (X˜ ′)l and
M = Y m or M = (Y ′)m, where l, m ≥ 0. Further reductions are based
on vanishing properties of the products of the generators and induction
with respect to the degree defined by l+m (i.e., we can disregard T, π
when they appear in the expressions).
Since X˜T = 0 and TY ′ = 0, the terms (X˜ ′)lTY m are sufficient
among those with T in the middle. Next,
X˜Y ′ = π˜T ′T ′π = π˜T ′π = π˜Y ′, X˜ ′π˜ = T π˜2 = T,
which makes the terms X˜ l(Y ′)m (m > 0), (X˜ ′)lπ˜ Y m and (X˜ ′)lπ˜ (Y ′)m
unnecessary modulo the terms of lower degree. Now
X˜ ′Y = T π˜ Y = q−1/2TY ′π˜ = 0,(3.41)
Y ′X˜ = T ′πX˜ = q1/2T ′X˜ ′π = 0.
The first of these identities completes the existence part. See (4.20)
for more discussion concerning the degree. The uniqueness formally
follows from the existence and the fact that HH is a limit of HH, which
satisfies the PBW Theorem.
Note that the existence claim can readily obtained from the existence
part of Proposition 3.5 below and can be also deduced from the explicit
formulas for the generators acting in the tilde-polynomial representa-
tions (see the comment above).
Claim (ii) is very much similar. Let us list the key identities neces-
sary in this case:
Y ′X˜ = Y X˜ ′ = Y T ′X˜ = Y ′πX˜ ′ = 0,(3.42)
Y X˜ ′ = −πX˜ ′, Y πX˜ = −X˜, Y ′π = T ′.

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3.4.1. Using the order. A more conceptual way for normal ordering of
the operators described in the theorem is based on the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 3.5. Let ord(N) be the number of Y, Y ′, T, T ′ in the ele-
ments (words) N listed in (i) or in (ii). We set
Fm
def
== {
∑
i
ciNi : ord(Ni) ≤ m}.
Then H1H2 ∈ Fm1+m2 for H1 ∈ Fm1 and H2 ∈ Fm2. The graded alge-
bras grH˜H= ⊕∞m=0 Fm+1/Fm of H˜Hπ˜,Y and H˜Hπ,X˜ are correspondingly
W˜π˜,Y
def
==< Y, Y ′, X˜, X˜ ′, π˜ >,(3.43)
W˜π,X˜
def
==< Y, Y ′, X˜, X˜ ′, π >(3.44)
subject to the corresponding Weyl-type relations
π2 =1, π˜2 = 1, Y Y ′ = 0 = Y ′Y, X˜X˜ ′ = 0 = X˜ ′X˜,
Y X˜ ′ = 0 = X˜Y ′, π˜X˜ = X˜ ′π˜, πY = Y ′π,
πX˜ = q1/2X˜ ′π, π˜Y = q−1/2Y ′π˜, X˜Y = q1/2Y X˜.
In particular, it follows that N 6∈ Fm−1 if ord(N) = m (m > 0) for any
element N from the theorem, i.e., these elements are exactly of order
ord(N) with respect to the filtration {Fi}.
Proof. The procedure for taking gr is as follows. We rescale the
elements N from the theorem: N = h−ord(N)N(h), for instance, T =
h−1T (h). Then we send h→ 0; for instance, (h−1T (h))2 = h−1T (h)+1
results in T 2 = 0 for T = T (0) in grH˜H. Thus T and T ′ coincide
under gr, πY = T = T ′ = Y ′π and π˜X˜ = T ′ = T = X˜ ′π˜. Similarly,
X˜Y ′ = π˜T ′T ′π = 0 in grH˜H and
X˜Y = X˜πT = q1/2πX˜ ′T ′ = q1/2πTX˜ = q1/2Y X˜.
Conjugating by π˜ and π, we obtain the remaining relations in grH˜H:
X˜ ′Y = 0 = Y X˜ ′, X˜ ′Y ′ = q1/2Y ′X˜ ′.
We see that the operators X˜, Y and π˜ or π can be normally ordered
in gr. The uniqueness, the fact that the relations from the proposi-
tion are really defining, follows from the fact that gr is a limit of the
corresponding H˜H, where the PBW Theorem was already checked. We
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actually repeat here the deduction of the linear independence of the ele-
ments from (i, ii) from the fact that nil-DAHA are limits of the general
DAHA. 
Note that the Fm are finite-dimensional vector spaces in contrast to
the ord-filtration for HH, where all such spaces are infinite dimensional
since ord(X±1) = 0.
4. Induced representations
4.1. Tilde-polynomial modules. Replacing X±1 by X˜, X˜ ′ signifi-
cantly increases the list of modules of polynomial type.
4.1.1. Tilde-induction. Let us begin with H˜Hπ,X˜ . The tilde-polynomial
representations for this algebra are
X˜
ǫ,±
π,X˜
def
== Ind
H˜H
π,X˜
H˜
X˜
C
ǫ,δ
X˜
,
where H˜X˜
def
==< T, X˜, X˜ ′ >. Here Cǫ,δ
X˜
for ǫ = 0, 1, δ = ± is the restric-
tion of the one-dimensional representation of HX˜
def
==< T, X˜, X˜ ′, π˜ >
defined as follows (cf. (3.5)):
T ′(1) = ǫ, T (1) = ǫ− 1, π˜ (1) = δ,(4.1)
X˜(1) = δǫ, X˜ ′(1) = δ(ǫ− 1).
Here and in the sequel, δ = ± is understood as ±1 when applicable.
Theorem 4.1. For ǫ = 0, the natural map
X˜
0,±
π,X˜
→ X
0,±
X˜
def
== IndHH
H
X˜
C
0,±
X˜
is an isomorphism. Thus HH naturally acts in the former module. The
counterpart of this claim for the algebra H˜Hπ˜,Y (see 4.10 below) is for
ǫ = 1:
X˜
1,±
π˜,Y → X
1,±
Y
def
== IndHH
HY
C
1,±
X˜
.
Proof. The first map is an embedding due to the PBW theorem.
Thus we need only check that it is surjective. It suffices to check that
the induced HH–module X
0,±
X˜ remains irreducible upon the restriction
to H˜Hπ,X˜ for generic q. Here we diagonalize X˜, X˜
′ in X
0,±
X˜ and check
that their spectrum is simple. This is completely analogous to the
diagonalization of Y, Y ′ in the standard polynomial representation X .
Then we use that π intertwines X˜ and X˜ ′.
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The adjustment of ǫ when inducing from Y, Y ′ versus X˜, X˜ ′ really is
necessary; see Proposition 4.4 below. 
4.1.2. Explicit identification. Theorem 4.1 can be obtained directly via
explicit formulas for the action of the generators, i.e., without any
reference to the irreducibility of the induced polynomial-type represen-
tations for generic q. Later we will need the explicit formulas anyway.
Let us consider the induced modules governed by the PBW Theorem
from (ii) where we take ǫ = 0, δ = ±. There are five types of monomials
N listed in Theorem 3.4, (ii). Only the following evaluations of such
N at 1 ∈ X˜ ǫ,δ
π,X˜
do not vanish:
Y lπ(X˜ ′)m(1), Y l(1)(l > 0), (Y ′)l(X˜ ′)m(1).
We use that T ′(1) = 0, X˜(1) = π˜ T ′(1) = 0. Since Y l(1) = Y l−1πT (1) =
−Y l−1π, the evaluations Y l(1) with l > 0 can be omitted (this case is
included in the previous one). Moreover, the relation T (1) = −1 results
in
π(1) = −πT (1) = −Y (1), Y lπ(X˜ ′)m(1) = −(−δ)mY l+1(1).(4.2)
We see that the evaluation at 1 naturally leads to the identification
X˜
0,δ
π,X˜
∼= {
∑
l≥0
al+1Y
l+1(1) + a−l(Y
′)l(1)};(4.3)
the coefficients are from C[q±1/4]. To prove the proposition in these
two cases (δ = ±), we need to check that the latter space is invariant
under the application of π˜, which is missing in H˜Hπ,X˜ . Recall that
π˜(1) = δ = ±1; see (4.1).
Using the relation π˜Y π˜ = q−1/2Y ′ from (3.31),
π˜(
∑
l≥0
al+1Y
l+1 + a−l(Y
′)l)(1)(4.4)
= δ(
∑
l≥0
al+1q
−(l+1)/2(Y ′)l+1 + a−lq
l/2Y l)(1),
which gives the required “extra” formula.
For X˜ 1,±π˜,Y , the demonstration of Theorem 4.1 via the explicit formu-
las for π, missing in H˜Hπ˜,Y , is analogous. Note that we take ǫ = 1 in
this case; see Proposition 4.4 below.
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4.1.3. Basic operators. Continuing our explicit analysis based on the
identification from (4.3), let us obtain the formulas for the action of T, π
in this tilde-polynomial module (which are guaranteed by the induction
construction).
Generalizing relations TY ′ = Y T ′, Y ′T = T ′Y and using that Y Y ′ =
Y ′Y , we arrive at T (Y ′)2 = Y T ′Y ′ = Y (T + 1)Y ′ = Y 2T ′, . . . ,
T (Y ′)m = Y mT ′, (Y ′)mT = T ′Y m for m > 0.(4.5)
Thus,
T (
∑
l≥0
al+1Y
l+1 + a−l(Y
′)l)(1)(4.6)
=
∑
l≥0
−al+1(Y
l+1 + (Y ′)l+1)(1).
Similarly, πY = T and π(Y m+1) = πY m+1(1) = T (Y m) for m ≥ 0.
Using that πY ′ = πT ′π = Y π + 1,
π(Y ′)2 = (Y π + 1)Y ′ = Y (Y π + 1) + Y ′ = Y 2π + Y + Y ′, π(Y ′)3 =
= (Y 2π + Y + Y ′)Y ′ = Y 2(Y π + 1) + (Y ′)2 = Y 3π + Y 2 + (Y ′)2, . . . ,
π(Y ′)m = Y mπ + Y m−1 + (Y ′)m−1 for m > 1.(4.7)
Due to π(1) = −Y (1) = −Y , we obtain finally that
π
(∑
l≥0
al+1Y
l+1 + a−l(Y
′)l
)
(1)(4.8)
=
∑
l≥0
−al+1Ml(1) +
∑
l≥0
−a−l (Y
l+1 −Ml−1)(1),
where Mm = Y
m + (Y ′)m for m > 0, M0 = 1,M−1 = 0.
This provides a complete and effective description of the action of
HH in the tilde-polynomial representation X˜ 0,δ
π,X˜
upon the identification
from (4.3). Indeed, Y, Y ′ act by the multiplication and the action of
X,X−1 can be calculated using (4.4,4.7) and X = q1/4π˜π. One has:
X(1) = −δq−
1
4Y ′(1) = −δq−
1
4Y ′, X(Y )(1) = −δq
1
4 ,
X(Y ′)(1) = −δq
1
4 (q−1(Y ′)2 − 1)(1) = δq
1
4 (q−1(Y ′)2 − 1).
and for m ≥ 2:
X(Y m)(1) = −δq
1
4 ( q
m−1
2 Y m−1 + q−
m−1
2 (Y ′)m−1 )(1),(4.9)
X(Y ′)m(1) = −δq
1
4 ( q−
m+1
2 (Y ′)m+1−q
m−1
2 Y m−1 − q−
m−1
2 (Y ′)m−1 )(1).
These formulas can be identified with those for the action of the spinor-
Dunkl operators in the spinor representation; see (5.12) below.
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Let us briefly consider the subalgebra H˜Hπ˜,Y following part (i) of
Theorem 3.4. The tilde-polynomial representations for this algebra are
X˜
1,±
π˜,Y
def
== Ind
H˜Hπ˜,Y
H˜Y
C
1,±
Y ,
where H˜Y
def
==< T, Y, Y ′ >. Analogous to (ii), Cǫ,δY is the restriction of
the one-dimensional representations of HY,π
def
==< T, Y, Y ′, π > given
by
T ′(1) = ǫ, T (1) = ǫ− 1, π(1) = δ,(4.10)
Y (1) = δ(ǫ− 1), Y ′(1) = δǫ, ǫ = 0, 1, δ = ±.
to its subalgebra HY
def
==< T, Y, Y ′ >.
Now ǫ = 1, which gives that T (1) = 0 = Y (1), π(1) = δ = Y (1) and
π˜(1) = X˜(1) due to T ′(1) = 1. Since we induce from the same HY,π
as for the polynomial representation, the resulting tilde-representation
canonically coincides with X = C[q±1/4][X±1].
Proposition 4.2. The polynomial representation X can be naturally
identified with
X˜
1,+
π˜,Y
∼= {
∑
l≥0
al+1X˜
l+1(1) + a−l(X˜
′)l(1)}(4.11)
for the action of the powers of X˜, X˜ ′ on 1 in the tilde-polynomial rep-
resentation. Equivalently, {X˜ l+1(1), (X˜ ′)l(1), l ≥ 0} is a basis of X ,
where H(1) is understood here as H applied to 1 in X . 
The final form of this proposition is presented in Theorem 4.8 below.
4.2. The core subalgebra. It is now quite natural to consider the
intersection subalgebra
H˜HY,X˜
def
== H˜Hπ˜,Y ∩ H˜Hπ,X˜ .(4.12)
By construction, this subalgebra is preserved by the anti-involution ψ
from (3.35) sending
Y 7→ X˜ ′, Y ′ 7→ X˜, π˜ 7→ π, T 7→ T.
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Theorem 4.3. (i) (Defining relations) As an abstract algebra, H˜HY,X˜ is
generated by X˜, X˜ ′, Y, Y ′, T subject to the relations
TT ′ = 0 = T ′T = X˜X˜ ′ = X˜ ′X˜ = Y Y ′ = Y ′Y,
X˜T = 0 = T ′X˜ ′ = Y T ′ = TY ′ = X˜ ′Y = Y ′X˜,
T X˜ = X˜ ′T ′, T ′Y = Y ′T, X˜Y ′ = −q1/2Y X˜ ′,
X˜Y = q1/2Y (X˜ + X˜ ′), X˜ ′Y ′ = q1/2(Y ′ + Y )X˜ ′.(4.13)
(ii) (PBW Theorem) An arbitrary element H ∈ H˜HY,X˜ can be uniquely
expressed as a linear combination of the elements
Y lX˜m, (Y ′)l(X˜ ′)m(l +m > 0),
Y l(X˜ ′)m(lm > 0), (Y ′)l(X˜ ′)mT.(4.14)
Here the ordering {Y, Y ′}, {X˜, X˜ ′}, T can be changed to its arbitrary
permutation (similar to the q, t–case).
(iii) (Tilde-Weyl algebra) For the order from Proposition 3.5 restricted
to H˜HY,X˜ the corresponding grH˜HY,X˜ is algebraically generated by C and
the images of following elements in H˜HY,X˜ of order one
X˜, X˜ ′, Y, Y ′, T, P
def
== X˜Y ′ = −q1/2Y X˜ ′(4.15)
subject to the nil-nil-Weyl relations:
X˜X˜ ′ = Y Y ′ = 0 = X˜ ′X˜ = Y ′Y, T X˜ = X˜ ′T, TY = Y ′T,
T 2 = 0 = X˜T = TX˜ ′ = Y T = TY ′ = X˜ ′Y = Y ′X˜,
P 2 = 0 = PX˜ = X˜ ′P = PY = Y ′P = X˜Y ′ = Y X˜ ′,
TP =X˜ ′Y ′, PT = X˜Y, PY ′ = q1/2Y P, X˜P = q1/2PX˜ ′,
X˜Y = q1/2Y X˜, X˜ ′Y ′ = q1/2Y ′X˜ ′.(4.16)
(iv) (Induced modules) Setting
X˜
ǫ,±
Y
def
== Ind
H˜H
Y,X˜
H˜Y
C
ǫ,±
Y ,(4.17)
X˜
ǫ,±
X˜
def
== Ind
H˜H
Y,X˜
H˜
X˜
C
ǫ,±
X˜
(4.18)
for Cǫ,± defined in (3.5,4.1), the natural maps
X˜
1,δ
Y → X˜
1,δ
π˜,Y , X˜
0,δ
X˜
→ X˜ 0,δ
π,X˜
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are isomorphisms for δ = ±.
Proof. The vanishing conditions for the monomials from part (i) are
due to TT ′ = 0 = T ′T directly or (less directly) as in (3.41) and (3.42).
Next, the relations
Y X˜ ′ = πT 2π˜ = −πT π˜(4.19)
=− Y π˜ = −q−1/2π˜Y ′ = −πX˜ ′ = −q−1/2X˜π,
combined with the analogous ones
X˜Y ′ = π˜T ′π = X˜π = π˜Y ′,
readily result in
Y X˜ ′ = −q−1/2X˜π = −q−1/2X˜Y ′.
Now,
X˜Y = π˜T ′Y = π˜Y ′T = q1/2Y π˜T = q1/2Y π˜(T ′ − 1)
= q1/2Y X˜ − q1/2Y π˜ = q1/2Y (X˜ + X˜ ′),
where we use (4.19) and π˜Y ′π˜ = q1/2Y from (3.38). Similarly,
X˜ ′Y ′ = T π˜Y ′ = q1/2TY π˜ = q1/2(T ′ − 1)Y π˜
= q1/2Y ′T π˜ − q1/2Y π˜ = q1/2Y ′X˜ ′ − q1/2Y π˜ = q1/2(Y ′ + Y )X˜ ′.
We see that the relations from (i) hold in HH. These relations are
sufficient to ensure that the elements listed in (ii) linearly generate
H˜HY,X˜, which is sufficient to establish their linear independence.
The passage to gr is straightforward; express P using relations (4.19)
and use (4.13); we emphasize that P is not X˜Y ′ in gr H˜HY,X˜ , where
X˜Y ′ = 0. Since P is ψ–invariant, the following are sufficient to check
the relations where P appears:
TP = TX˜Y ′ = X˜ ′(T ′)2Y ′ = X˜ ′T ′Y ′ = X˜ ′Y ′ and
(Y X˜ ′)Y ′ = q1/2Y (Y ′X˜ ′ + Y X˜) = q1/2Y 2X˜) = q1/2Y (Y X˜ ′).
Both identities hold in H˜Hπ˜,Y , i.e., before taking gr.
Finally, the claims from (iv) follow from (i, ii) and the previous con-
siderations for H˜Hπ˜,Y and H˜Hπ,X˜ . 
The last part of the theorem is the most logically transparent way
to introduce the tilde-polynomial representations. The intermediate
subalgebras H˜Hπ˜,Y and H˜Hπ,X˜ are transitional, as they are convenient
for calculating the formulas for the action of π, π˜ and X±1.
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We note that one can introduce a different order o˜rd in H˜HY,X˜ , not
the order ord from H˜H used in (iii), by making o˜rd(P ) = 2. Namely,
the elements of tilde-order no greater than 1 will be 1, T, Y, Y ′, X˜, X˜ ′
and their linear combinations. They will algebraically generate g˜rH˜HY,X˜
subject to the relations from (i) where we set T 2 = 0 and replace T ′
everywhere by T . We use that these relations are homogeneous for o˜rd
upon the formal identification of T and T ′; for instance, the relations
X˜Y = q1/2Y (X˜ + X˜ ′), X˜ ′Y ′ = q1/2(Y ′ + Y )X˜ ′
remain unchanged after taking g˜r . Such graded algebra does not seem
(immediately) connected with the “natural” nil-nil-Weyl algebra from
(iii) (which can be generalized to higher ranks).
In contrast to the intermediate subalgebras and the main nil-DAHA
HH, the algebra H˜HY,X˜ is bi-graded. We set
degx˜,y(T ) = 0, degx˜,y(AB) = degx˜,y(A) + degx˜,y(B),(4.20)
degy(Y
m) = m = degy((Y
′)m), degx˜(X˜
m) = m = degx˜((X˜
′)m),
degy(X˜
m) = 0 = degy((X˜
′)m), degx˜(Y
m) = 0 = degx˜((Y
′)m),
where A,B ∈ H˜HY,X˜ ; q is of degree zero.
Note that the subalgebras H˜Hπ˜,Y and H˜Hπ,X˜ possess degy and degx˜,
respectively (but not both). This bi-grading plays a significantly more
important role in the paper than the order in (iii).
4.2.1. Tilde-intertwiners. The modules from (4.17) are graded and even
bi-graded upon the following modification of their definitions. Let X˜ ǫ,u
X˜
be induced from the one-dimensional H˜X˜–modules C
ǫ,u
X˜
introduced as
follows:
X˜(1) = 0 = T ′(1), X˜ ′(1) = −u for ǫ = 0,(4.21)
X˜ ′(1) = 0 = T (1), X˜(1) = u for ǫ = 1.
The degree degy is present here. If u is considered an independent
variable such that degx˜(u) = 1, then the latter degree can be extended
to X˜ ǫ,u
X˜
. Such bi-grading will not be used in the paper; we will mainly
treat u as a constant. However, degy will be needed.
Analogously, the H˜Y –modules C
ǫ,u
Y are
Y ′(1) = 0 = T ′(1), Y (1) = −u for ǫ = 0,(4.22)
Y (1) = 0 = T (1), Y ′(1) = u for ǫ = 1.
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The corresponding induced modules are denoted by X˜ ǫ,uY ; the grading
here is degx˜.
These starting one-dimensional modules can be naturally extended
to one-dimensional H˜HY,X˜–modules, which will be denoted by C˜
ǫ,u
X˜
and
C˜
ǫ,u
Y . The action of the remaining operators is zero, namely, Y (1) =
0 = Y ′(1) for (4.21) and X˜(1) = 0 = X˜ ′(1) for (4.22).
The following proposition explains why only one choice of ǫ is possible
for each type of the induction; see Theorem 4.3,(iv).
Proposition 4.4. (i) The modules
X˜
0,u
Y and X˜
1,u
X˜
are one-dimensional. They are equal to C˜0,u
X˜
and C˜1,uY , respectively.
(ii) Assuming that q is generic (i.e., not a root of unity), the only
nonzero irreducible finite-dimensional H˜HY,X˜–modules are:
C˜
1,u
Y , C˜
0,u
Y or C˜
1,u
X˜
, C˜0,u
X˜
for u 6= 0.
Proof. Let us start with X˜ 1,u
X˜
. Since ǫ = 1,
T ′(1) = 1, T (1) = 0 = X˜ ′(1), X˜(1) = u.
Using that Y ′X˜ = 0, one of the defining relations from part (i) of the
theorem, we obtain that Y ′(1) = 0. Also, Y T ′ = 0, which gives that
Y (1) = Y T ′(1) = 0. Thus the induced module is one-dimensional in
this case, where only X˜ and T ′ are non-zero among Y, Y ′, X˜, X˜ ′, T, T ′.
Similarly, if ǫ = 0 and we induce from Y, Y ′, then:
T ′(1) = 0, T (1) = −1, Y ′(1) = 0, Y (1) = −u,
which results in X˜(1) = 0 due to X˜T = 0 and in X˜ ′(1) = 0 due to
X˜ ′Y = 0. Part (i) is verified.
Lemma 4.5. (i) Let us assume that Y (e) = Λe for Λ 6= 0. Then
Y ′(e) = 0 = X˜ ′(e). If e˜
def
== X˜(e) 6= 0, then
Y (e˜) = q1/2Λe˜, Y ′(e˜) = 0 = X˜ ′(e˜).
Let e′
def
== T ′(e) 6= 0. Then Y ′(e′) = Λe′, Y (e′) = 0 = T (e′). If
T ′(e) = 0 then X˜(e) = 0 and the module H˜HY,X˜(e) equals C˜
0,u
Y for
u = −Λ′.
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(ii) Now we assume that Y ′(e′) = Λ′e′ for Λ′ 6= 0, which automati-
cally results in Y (e′) = 0 = T (e′), and set e˜′
def
== X˜(e′). Then
Y (e˜′) = q−1/2Λ′e˜′, Y ′(e˜′) = 0 = X˜ ′(e˜′).
If here e˜′ = 0, then X˜ ′(e′) = 0 and the module H˜HY,X˜(e
′) equals C˜1,uY
for u = q−1/2Λ′.
(iii) The statements from (i) hold correspondingly for e˜
def
== Y (e) and
e′
def
== T (e) assuming that X˜(e) = Λe for Λ 6= 0 ; the latter implies that
Y ′(e) = 0 = X˜ ′(e). In this case,
X˜(e˜) = q1/2Λe˜, X˜ ′(e′) = Λe′; T (e) = 0⇒ Y (e) = 0.
Following (ii), let X˜ ′(e′) = Λ′e′ for Λ′ 6= 0 and e˜′
def
== Y (e′). Then
X˜(e˜′) = q−1/2Λ′e˜′.
Proof. First of all, Y ′Y (e) = 0 = ΛY ′(e) and X˜ ′(e) = 0 due to the
identity X˜ ′Y = 0. For e˜
def
== X˜(e),
Y (e˜) = Y X˜(e) = (q1/2X˜Y − Y X˜ ′)(e) = q1/2X˜Y (e) = q1/2Λe˜.
Then automatically, Y ′(e˜) = 0 = X˜ ′(e˜).
Setting e′
def
== T ′(e), we arrive at:
Y ′(e′) = Y ′T ′(e) = Y ′(T + 1)(e) = T ′Y (e) = Λe′, Y (e′) = 0 = T (e′).
Now, if T ′(e) = 0 then 0 = X˜T (e) = −X˜(e), since X˜T = 0 and
T (e) = −e.
(ii) One has Y Y ′(e′) = 0 = Λ′Y (e) and TY ′(e′) = Λ′T (e′) =
Y T ′(e′) = 0. Using (4.13) from Theorem 4.3,
Y X˜ ′(e′) = −q−1/2X˜Y ′(e′) = −q−1/2Λ′X˜(e′) = −q−1/2Λ′e˜′(4.23)
Y X˜ ′(e′) = q1/2X˜Y (e′)− Y X˜(e′) = 0− Y X˜(e′) = −Y (e˜′).
If e˜′ = 0 then X˜(e′) = 0, which results in
X˜ ′T ′(e′) = 0 = X˜ ′(e′) due to T ′(e′) = e′.
Note that X˜ = π˜T ′ is proportional to the product Π(T + 1) of the
intertwining operators used in (2.35). Thus, this claim and those from
(i) formalize the technique of intertwiners in the tilde-setting.
The counterparts of (i) and (ii) for X˜ instead of Y are straightfor-
ward. Let us demonstrate that X˜(e˜′) = q−1/2Λ′e˜′ if for e˜′ = Y (e′) if
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X˜ ′(e′) = Λ′e′. We need the following straightforward corollaries of the
defining relation from (4.13):
X˜Y = q1/2Y X˜ − X˜Y ′, Y X˜ = q−1/2X˜(Y + Y ′).(4.24)
Then, following (4.23),
X˜Y ′(e′) = −q1/2Y X˜ ′(e′) = −q1/2Λ′Y (e′) = −q1/2Λ′e˜′,
X˜Y ′(e′) = q1/2Y X˜(e′)− X˜Y (e′) = −X˜Y (e′) = −X˜(e˜′)
and we can equate the outputs. Similarly, if X˜(e) = Λe for Λ 6= 0, then
X˜ ′(e) = 0 = Y ′(e) and (4.24) gives that
X˜(e˜) = X˜Y (e) = q1/2Y X˜(e)− X˜Y ′(e) = q1/2Λe˜.

The lemma readily results in the description of the finite-dimensional
irreducible representations from Proposition 4.4 (ii). Applying the in-
tertwiners, we will eventually make e′ = 0 or e˜′ = 0, provided q is not
a root of unity. Thus these modules can be only as claimed. 
4.2.2. Dual induced modules. Since the induced modules from part (i)
of Proposition 4.4 are trivial, another approach must be used for es-
tablishing a link to the HH–modules
X
1,δ
X˜ , X
0,δ
Y .
These modules are isomorphic to C[q1/4][X±1] as linear spaces; cf. The-
orem 4.1. However they cannot be defined directly within the tilde-
theory. One must proceed as follows.
We set Hom deg(V)
def
== limm→∞ Hom(V/Vm , C) for a vector space
V with the filtration V = V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ · · · , corresponding to a
given degree function: Vm = {v ∈ V : deg(v) ≥ m}. We set V
∨
m
def
==
Hom(V/Vm+1 , C). We will use the inner product 〈f, g〉
′ defined in (3.9)
with corresponding anti-involution ψ.
Proposition 4.6. Let us define the following H˜HY,X˜–modules:
(X˜ ǫ,uY )
∨ def== Hom deg x˜
(
Ind
H˜H
Y,X˜
H˜Y
C
ǫ,u
Y , Cq
)
,(4.25)
(X˜ ǫ,u
X˜
)∨
def
== Hom degy
(
Ind
H˜H
Y,X˜
H˜
X˜
C
ǫ,u
X˜
, Cq
)
,(4.26)
where the action of H˜HY,X˜ in these spaces is via the anti-involution ψ:
H(f(P ))
def
== f(ψ(H)(P )); Cq
def
== C[q±1/4].
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(i) Let V∨m be (X˜
1,u
Y )
∨
m or (X˜
0,u
X˜
)∨m with respect to degx˜ or degy, V
∨
their inductive limit. Then
V = V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ V3 ⊃ · · · ,(4.27)
Cq
∼= V∨1 ⊂ V
∨
2 ⊂ V
∨
3 · · · ⊂ V
∨
are actually filtrations of H˜HY,X˜–modules.
(ii) The pairing 〈f, g〉′ induces the embeddings
X
1,δ
X˜ →֒ Hom
(
X
1,δ
Y , Cq
)
, X
0,δ
Y →֒ Hom
(
X
0,δ
X˜ , Cq
)
,(4.28)
where δ = ±, which result in the isomorphisms of H˜HY,X˜–modules
(X˜ 1,δY )
∨ ∼= X
1,δ
X˜ , (X˜
0,δ
X˜
)∨ ∼= X
0,δ
Y .(4.29)
Proof. It suffices to check that the original descending filtration
V = V0 ⊃ V1 ⊃ V2 ⊃ V3 · · ·(4.30)
is that in terms of H˜HY,X˜–modules; here V is equal to X˜
1,u
Y or X˜
0,u
X˜
.
This readily follows from the properties of degy and degx˜. For (ii), we
need to check that the embeddings in (4.28) are compatible with the
corresponding deg. It results from (ii); see also Theorem 4.7 below.

4.2.3. Decomposition. The deg-filtrations in
X˜
1,δ
Y , (X˜
1,δ
Y )
∨, X˜ 0,δ
X˜
, (X˜ 0,δ
X˜
)∨(4.31)
give partial decomposition of the HH–modules X
ǫ,δ
X˜ and X
ǫ,δ
Y upon the
restriction to H˜HY,X˜ .
Recall that these filtrations {Vm(m ≥ 0)} and {V
∨
m(m ≥ 1)} are cor-
respondingly either descending co-finite-dimensional for the induced
modules in (4.31) or ascending finite-dimensional for their dual coun-
terparts.
For instance, in the check-case, the modules V∨1 from the proposition
are C˜1,δ
X˜
or C˜0,δY , i.e., they are one-dimensional. The quotients V
∨
m+1/V
∨
m
are two-dimensional for m ≥ 1. Since the irreducible H˜HY,X˜–modules
are all one-dimensional by part (ii) of Proposition 4.4, the constituents
in this filtration are not irreducible. The (complete) Jordan-Hoelder
filtration is actually a counterpart of the filtration in the polynomial
representation arising from the construction of nonsymmetric Macdo-
nald polynomials.
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We use the identifications A 7→ A(1):
X˜
1,u
Y
∼= Cq[X˜, X˜
′], X˜ 0,u
X˜
∼= Cq[Y, Y
′], Cq = C[q
±1/4].(4.32)
See (4.3) and (4.11).
Theorem 4.7. For u 6= 0, let {Vn : n ≥ 0} be the filtration of H˜HY,X˜–
submodules in
X˜
1,u
Y or X˜
0,u
X˜
defined in Proposition 4.6, (ii). For n ≥ 1, we extend this filtration by
adding the modules
V−n = Cq(X˜
n + (X˜ ′)n) + Vn+1 or V−n = Cq(Y
n + (Y ′)n) + Vn+1.
Then {Vn : n ∈ Z} is a filtration of H˜HY,X˜–modules. The corresponding
quotients of this filtration are the one-dimensional modules
C˜
1,u
Y , C˜
0,q−1/2u
Y , C˜
1,q−1/2u
Y , C˜
0,q−1u
Y , . . . for X˜
1,u
Y ,(4.33)
C˜
0,u
X˜
, C˜1,q
−1/2u
X˜
, C˜0,q
−1/2u
X˜
, C˜1,q
−1u
X˜
, . . . for X˜ 0,u
X˜
.(4.34)
Proof. Let us consider only the case of (4.33). We can apply the
intertwiner X˜ from part (ii) of Lemma 4.5 to e′ = e0 = 1; indeed,
T ′(1) = 1 and Y ′(1) = u. Automatically, T (1) = 0 = Y (1). The
element e1 = e˜
′ = X˜(1) will satisfy the conditions of part (ii) in the
Lemma and we can now apply T ′, which will result in
e−1 = T
′X˜(1) = (T + 1)X˜(1) = (X˜ + X˜ ′)(1).
The next intertwiner in this chain will be X˜ again, resulting in e2 =
X˜2(1). Then e−2 = (X˜
2 + (X˜ ′)2)(1) and so on:
en = X˜
n(1), e−n = (X˜
n + (X˜ ′)n)(1) for n ≥ 1.(4.35)
They all will be Y, Y ′–eigenvectors. Since the elements e−n = (X˜
n+
(X˜ ′)n)(1) for n > 0 satisfy T (e−n) = 0, the module H˜HY,X˜(e−n) divided
by Vn+1 is one-dimensional.
The consecutive quotients are exactly those claimed in the theorem;
the description of the Y, Y ′–spectrum of e±n readily follows from the
lemma. 
Actually, our construction is a counterpart of the chain of intertwin-
ers in the bar-polynomial representation X from (2.35). Note that
u = 1 for the polynomial representation: Y ′(1) = T ′π(1) = 1. Also
X˜(1) = π˜T ′(1) = Π(1), i.e., the first intertwiner we used is actually Π
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from (2.35). However, now the chain of intertwiners solves the problem
of the decomposition of the bar-polynomial representation with respect
to the action of H˜HY,X˜, i.e., contains different information.
Using the dualization, one obtains the ascending filtrations in the
remaining modules from (4.31).
Interestingly, using intertwiners in the nil-case can be done within
the subalgebra H˜HY,X˜, i.e., the classical (invertible) intertwiners π˜ = Π
and π can be avoided; the latter is a counterpart of π˜ = Π for the
modules induced from X˜, X˜ ′. It is directly related to Proposition 4.2,
which can be now stated in its final form. We come to the following
simple but fundamental theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Let us consider the elements { en : n ∈ Z } from (4.35)
in the polynomial representation X . Then
En = q
n2/4en, n ∈ Z.(4.36)
More explicitly,
En = q
n2/4X˜n(1), n ≥ 0,(4.37)
E−n = q
n2/4(X˜n + (X˜ ′)n)(1), n > 0.(4.38)
Proof. The en were constructed using the intertwiners T
′ and X˜.
Notice that X˜(1) = q−1/4Π(1) and that
X˜T ′ = q−1/4Π(T ′)2 = q−1/4ΠT ′.(4.39)
Hence we may just as well have used the intertwiners T ′ and q−1/4Π,
which are essentially those used to construct the En. Comparing with
(2.35), one obtains (4.36). 
4.3. Shapovalov forms. Following [ChM], let us interpret the inner
product 〈f, g〉′ in the bar-polynomial representation, which was defined
in (3.9), as a Shapovalov-type bilinear form.
4.3.1. Shapovalov trace. The Shapovalov trace on the core subalgebra
H˜HY,X˜ is given by
〈(a(X˜ ′)m
′+1 + bX˜m) (T ′)ς (cY n+1 + d(Y ′)n
′
)〉′ψ
def
== bd,(4.40)
where ς = 0, 1, m,m′, n, n′ ≥ 0. The coefficients a, b, c, d are from
Cq = C[q
±1/4]. Recall that
X˜ = ψ(Y ′) = q1/4Y X, X˜ ′ = ψ(Y ) = q−1/4X−1Y ′.
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We use here the PBW part of Theorem 4.3.
Generally, the Shapovalov trace 〈·〉α requires a subalgebraA in H˜HY,X˜
or in HH, its character χ : A → C and an anti-involution α. The
defining relations are 〈α(A)H〉α = 0 = 〈HA〉α whenever χ(A) = 0 for
any H .
Assuming that H˜HY,X˜ is linearly generated by the products from
α(A) ·A (or HH is such) the dimension of the linear space of the Shapo-
valov traces (called DAHA-coinvariants in [ChM]) is no greater than
one. It is obvious, as is the relation 〈Hα〉α = 〈H〉α for H ∈ H˜HY,X˜ .
Note that the definition from (4.40) is adjusted to the concrete
induced module, which is the representation X˜ 1,+π˜,Y lifted to the bar-
polynomial representation ofHH. Namely, the algebra isA =< Y, T, π >
and χ(H) = H(1) are as follows:
Y (1) = T (1) = 0, π(1) = 1 and Y ′(1) = T ′(1) = 1.
Generally, there are four possible choices for χ: one can combine T (1) =
ǫ = 0, 1 with π(1) = δ = ±1.
The functional 〈·〉′ψ naturally maps through the tilde-module
X˜
1,+
Y,X˜
, which is naturally identified with X ,
so it can be extended to HH. More explicitly, this extension is uniquely
determined by the relations
〈Aπς (aY n+1 + b(Y ′)n
′
) 〉′ψ = b〈A 〉
′
ψ(4.41)
= 〈 (a(X˜ ′)n+1 + bX˜m
′
) π˜ς A 〉′ψ
for A ∈ HH.
In particular, πς or π˜ς can be inserted instead of (T ′)ς in (4.40); recall
that π˜ = ψ(π). The formula X = q1/4π˜π readily results in 〈X〉′ψ = q
1/4.
Also T ′X−1 = XT , which gives that 〈X−1〉′ψ = 0. Moreover,
T ′X−n = XnT −Xn−2 for n ≥ 2 and 〈X−n〉′ψ = −〈X
n−2〉′ψ.
Combining this relation with
〈Xn〉′ψ = 〈q
n/4(π˜π)n〉′ψ = 〈q
n/4(π˜π)n−1〉′ψ = 〈q
n/4q(n−1)/4X1−n〉′ψ,
we arrive at the formulas for the traces of arbitrary X–monomials:
〈Xn〉′ψ = −q
n/2−1/4〈Xn−3〉′ψ for n ≥ 1, 〈X
−n〉′ψ = 〈X
n−2〉′ψ,(4.42)
where 〈1〉′ψ = 1, 〈X〉
′
ψ = q
1/4, 〈X2〉′ψ = 0 = 〈X
−1〉′ψ, 〈X
−2〉′ψ = −1.
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4.3.2. Shapovalov pairing. The next step is the pairing 〈A,B〉′ψ
def
==
〈Aψ B〉′ψ for A,B ∈ HH. It is symmetric and induces the anti-involution
ψ due to 〈Aψ〉′ψ = 〈A〉
′
ψ. Its q, t–generalization is an important partic-
ular case of the theory of Shapovalov-type forms from [ChM].
Theorem 4.9. The pairing above naturally maps through X ×X , so
we come to the following definition:
〈f, g〉′alg
def
== 〈f(X), g(X)〉′ψ = 〈g, f〉
′
alg.(4.43)
The corresponding anti-involution is ψ by construction. For any q (in-
cluding the roots of unity), the following holds:
〈f, g〉′alg = 〈f, g〉
′ for f, g ∈ X .
Proof. We use the irreducibility of X for generic q and the unique-
ness of the bi-linear form in this representation associated with ψ
(equivalently, the PBW claim from Theorem 4.3). 
Note that the Shapovalov construction automatically holds for arbi-
trary q. It is instructional to compare the coefficients of the (analytic)
expansion of µγ˜′ in terms of X−n from (2.43) with the entirely alge-
braic formulas for 〈Xn〉′ψ from (4.42). The theorem states that they
must coincide; they really do.
4.3.3. The tilde-case. We will use the identification of X from Propo-
sition 4.2:
X˜
1,+
π˜,Y = X˜
def
== {
∑
l≥0
al+1X˜
l+1(1) + a−l(X˜
′)l(1)}.(4.44)
Here the coefficients are from C[q±1/4]. For the sake of definiteness,
only the case of ǫ = 1 and δ = + will be considered here.
We now set
〈f, g〉◦ = 〈fgµ˜◦〉, 〈f, g〉
′ = 〈fgµ˜γ′〉(4.45)
for f, g ∈ X˜ , where the kernels of these pairings are those from (2.40)
and (2.43) upon the substitution: X 7→ X˜,X−1 7→ X˜ ′. Recall that
X˜X˜ ′ = 0 = X˜ ′X˜ . Explicitly,
µ˜◦ =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nq
n2−n
2 (X˜2n − (X˜ ′)2n−2),(4.46)
µ˜γ′ =
∞∑
n=0
qn(n+2)/12(X˜n+2 − (X˜ ′)n), where n 6= 2 mod 3.(4.47)
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We claim that these inner products induce the anti-involutions ⋄
and ψ, respectively, for the action of HH in X˜ 1,+
Y,X˜
. Recall that the
anti-involution ψ preserves the core subalgebra H˜HY,X˜ from (4.12).
The definitions of the Shapovalov trace and the pairing 〈A,B〉′ψ inHH
remain unchanged. The difference is that now we restrict this abstract
pairing to “functions” of X˜.
Theorem 4.10. The Shapovalov-type form
〈f, g〉′alg
def
== 〈ψ(f)g〉′ψ = 〈g, f〉
′
alg, where f ∈ X˜ ∋ g,(4.48)
is associated to the anti-involution ψ. For any q,
〈f, g〉′alg = 〈f, g〉
′ for f, g ∈ X˜ .
4.3.4. Induction from tilde-X. Let us briefly discuss the changes needed
for the modules induced from X˜:
X˜
0,−
π,X˜
= Y˜
def
== {
∑
l≥0
al+1Y
l+1(1) + a−l(Y
′)l(1)}.(4.49)
See (4.3). We set
〈f(Y ), g(Y )〉◦ = 〈f(Y )g(Y )µ˜◦(Y )〉, 〈f(Y ), g(Y )〉
′ = 〈fgµ˜γ′(Y )〉
for f(Y ), g(Y ) ∈ Y˜ , where the kernels of these pairings are from (2.40)
and (2.43) upon the substitution: X 7→ Y ′, X−1 7→ Y . Explicitly,
µ˜◦(Y ) =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nq
n2−n
2 ((Y ′)2n − Y 2n−2),
µ˜γ′(Y ) =
∞∑
n=0
qn(n+2)/12((Y ′)n+2 − Y n), where n 6= 2 mod 3.
We claim that these inner products induce the anti-involutions ⋄ and
ψ for the action of HH in Y˜ supplied with the action of HH via X˜ 1,+
π,X˜
.
Concerning the Shapovalov-type construction, we need to reverse the
order of operators in (4.40). The Shapovalov trace now reads:
〈 (a(Y ′)m
′
+ bY m+1) (T ′)ς (cX˜n + d(X˜ ′)n
′+1) 〉8ψ = ac,(4.50)
where ς = 0, 1, m,m′, n, n′ ≥ 0. Its extension to the whole HH is
determined from
〈 (a(Y ′)m
′
+ bY m+1) πς A 〉8ψ = a〈A 〉
8
ψ(4.51)
= 〈A π˜ς (aX˜n + b(X˜ ′)n
′+1) 〉8ψ.
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For instance, the relations from (4.50) are satisfied with πς or π˜ς instead
of (T ′)ς (ς = 0, 1).
Theorem 4.10 must be now stated in terms of the restriction of the
pairing 〈A,B〉8ψ to the “functions” of Y :
〈f(Y ), g(Y )〉8ψ = 〈f(Y ), g(Y )〉
′ for f(Y ), g(Y ) ∈ Y˜ .
5. Spinors and the q -Toda theory
In contrast to QMBP, the q–Toda operators (2.24) are nonsymmet-
ric; the corresponding Dunkl operators were not expected to exist. The
formulas from [ChM] were really surprising. They provided an exact
counterpart of the q, t–representation L = Y + Y −1 (upon the restric-
tion to the symmetric functions) for L from (1.26), but in the spinor
sense. The introduction of the spinor-Dunkl operators made it possi-
ble to use DAHA methods at full potential, including the theory of the
q–Whittaker functions. This construction can be readily extended to
arbitrary root systems. The fact that the fundamental operators are of
first order dramatically simplifies the theory. We will begin with the
definition of the spinors following [ChM].
5.1. The spinors. Generally, W–spinors are needed in the DAHA
theory. In the A1–case, we will call them simply spinors. In this case,
they really are connected with spinors from the theory of the Dirac
operator (and with super-algebras). Under the rational degeneration,
the Dunkl operator for A1 becomes the square root of the (radial part
of the) Laplace operator, i.e., the Dirac operator. However, this direct
relation (and using super-variables) is a special feature of the root
system A1.
Let us mention that there are works in which DAHA is coupled with
the Clifford algebra. This approach provides a formula for the Dirac
operator in terms of Dunkl operators for any root systems; however, it
is a different approach.
For practical calculations with spinors, the language of Z2–graded
algebras can be used in the A1–case. However, we prefer to do it in
a way that does not rely on the special symmetry of the A1–case and
can be transferred to W–spinors for arbitrary root systems.
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5.1.1. The definitions. The spinors are simply pairs {f1, f2} of elements
(functions) from a space F with an action of s; the addition or mul-
tiplication (if applicable) of spinors is componentwise. The space of
spinors will be denoted by F̂ .
The involution s on spinors is defined as s{f1, f2} = {f2, f1}, so it
does not involve the action of s in F . There is a “natural” embed-
ding ρ : F → F̂ mapping f 7→ f ρ = {f, s(f)} and also the diagonal
embedding δ : F → F̂ sending f 7→ f δ = {f, f}. Accordingly, for an
arbitrary operator A acting in F , Aρ = {A, s(A)}, Aδ = {A,A}. The
images f ρ of f ∈ F are called functions (in contrast to spinors) or
principal spinors (like for adeles).
For instance, for F = X ,
Xρ : {f1, f2} 7→ {Xf1, X
−1f2}, Γ
ρ : {f1, f2} 7→ {Γ(f1),Γ
−1(f2)},
Xδ : {f1, f2} 7→ {Xf1, Xf2}, Γ
δ : {f1, f2} 7→ {Γ(f1),Γ(f2)},
where, recall, Γ(X) = q1/2X . We simply put
Xρ = {X,X−1}, Γρ = {Γ,Γ−1}, Xδ = {X,X}, Γδ = {Γ,Γ}.
Obviously, sρ = s = sδ.
If a function f ∈ F or an operator A acting in F has no super-index
δ, then they will be treated as f ρ, Aρ. I.e., by default, functions and
operators are embedded into F̂ and the algebra of spinor operators
using ρ.
5.1.2. Spinor operators. If the operator A is explicitly expressed as
{A1, A2}, then A1 and A2 must be applied to the corresponding com-
ponents of f = {f1, f2}. In the calculations below, Ai may contain s.
Then Ai must be presented as A
′
i · s, where A
′
i contains no s ; i.e., in
practice s must be placed on the right. In the operators in X we will
consider, the commutation relations between s and X,Γ must be used
when moving s. Then the component i of Af will be A′i(f3−i), i.e., s
placed on the right means the switch to the other component before
applying A′i.
For instance, {Γs, s− 1}({f1, f2}) = {Γ(f2), f1 − f2}.
We will frequently use the vertical mode for spinors:
{f1, f2} =
{
f1
f2
}
, {A1, A2} =
{
A1
A2
}
.
5.1.3. The q-Toda operators via DAHA. The q–Toda spinor operator is
the following symmetric (i.e., s–invariant) difference spinor operator
T̂ = {Γ−1 + (1−X−2)Γ, Γ−1 + (1−X−2)Γ}.(5.1)
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Its first component is the operator RE(L) from Section 2.2; we will use
the notation and definitions from that section.
We claim that T̂ can be represented as Ŷ + Ŷ −1 upon the restriction
to symmetric spinors, i.e., to {f, f} ∈ F̂ . The construction of the
spinor-difference Dunkl operator Ŷ goes as follows.
Let us introduce the δ–counterpart of æ from (2.21):
æδ(A)
def
== (qkxΓ−1k )
δA (Γkq
−kx)δ,(5.2)
æδ : X 7→ t˜ −1/2X, Γ 7→ t˜ −1/2Γ, s 7→ s(5.3)
for the spinor constant t˜ 1/2
def
== {t1/2, t−1/2}. Spinor constants are ac-
tually diagonal matrices, which may not commute with s but commutes
with Γ and X . The spinor RE-construction is:
REδ : A 7→ lim
t→0
æδ(A).
It is of course very different from the procedure REρ from Section 2.2.
The spinor-Dunkl operators are Ŷ = REδ(Y ), Ŷ ′ = REδ(Y −1). They
are inverse to each other: Ŷ Ŷ ′ = 1. The following theorem is from
[ChM].
Theorem 5.1. The map
Y ±1 7→ Ŷ ±1, π˘ 7→ REδ(XT ),
T 7→ T̂ = REδ(t1/2T ), T ′ 7→ T̂ ′ = REδ(t1/2T−1)
can be extended to a representation of the algebra HH
ϕ
in the space
X̂ of spinors over X = C[q±1/4][X±1]. Correspondingly,
X 7→ REδ(t1/2X) = REδ(XT ) ◦ T̂ ′,
X ′ 7→ REδ(t1/2X−1) = T̂ ◦REδ(XT ).
The commutativity of T and Y+Y −1 inHH
ϕ
results in the s–invariance
of Ŷ + Ŷ −1 and the s–invariance of this operator upon its restriction
to the space of s–invariant spinors; this operator is T̂ from (5.1). 
It is clear from the construction that all hat-operators preserve the
space of spinors for the Laurent polynomials in terms of X±1. Upon
multiplication by the Gaussian, it contains the spinor polynomial repre-
sentation, isomorphic to the Fourier image of the bar-polynomial rep-
resentation times the Gaussian; see Section 2.2.3, formula (3.4) and
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Theorem 5.2 below. The reproducing kernel of the isomorphism be-
tween these two modules inducing σ : HH → HH
ϕ
at the operator level
is given by the spinor (nonsymmetric) q–Whittaker function.
5.2. Spinor Whittaker function.
5.2.1. Basic operators. Let us reproduce some formulas and calculations
from [ChM], which will be needed to extend them to the case |q| > 1
and, mainly, to establish the connection with the core-subalgebra. We
will show below that the final formulas and certain steps in caclulating
the limits are directly related to the core-induced modules.
We begin with Ŷ = REδ(Y ) = limt→0æ
δ(Y ). Using formulas (5.3):
æδ(Y ) = s · (t˜ −1/2Γ) ·
(
t1/2s+
t1/2 − t−1/2
t˜−1X2 − 1
· (s− 1)
)
= t1/2t˜ 1/2Γ−1 + t˜ 1/2Γ−1 ·
t1/2 − t−1/2
t˜X−2 − 1
· (1− s)
=
{
tΓ−1 + Γ−1 t−1
tX−2−1
· (1− s)
Γ + Γ 1−t
−1
t−1X2−1
· (1− s)
}
t→0
−−→ Ŷ =
{
Γ−1 · (1− s)
Γ− Γ ·X−2 · (1− s)
}
.
Recall that t˜ 1/2 = {t1/2, t−1/2}. A little bit more involved calculation
is needed for Ŷ ′ = REδ(Y −1):
æδ(Y −1) =
(
t−1/2s+
t−1/2 − t1/2
t˜X−2 − 1
· (s− 1)
)
· (t˜ 1/2Γ−1s)
=
(
t −1/2t˜X−2 − t1/2
t˜X−2 − 1
· s−
t −1/2 − t1/2
t˜X−2 − 1
)
· (t˜ 1/2Γ−1s)
=
t −1/2t˜X−2 − t1/2
t˜X−2 − 1
t˜ −1/2Γ−
t−1/2 − t1/2
t˜X−2 − 1
t˜ 1/2Γ−1s
=
{
X−2−1
tX−2−1
Γ− 1−t
tX−2−1
Γ−1s
t−1X2−t
t−1X2−1
Γ−1 − t
−1−1
t−1X2−1
Γs
}
t→0
−−→
Ŷ ′ =
{
(1−X−2)Γ + Γ−1s
Γ−1 − 1
X2
Γs
}
=
{
1−X−2
1
}
Γ +
{
1
−X2
}
Γ−1s.
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Automatically, Ŷ Ŷ ′ = 1. Now, as we claimed,
REδ(Y + Y −1) = lim
t→0
æδ(Y + Y −1)
=
{
Γ−1(1− s) + (1−X−2)Γ + Γ−1s
Γ− Γ 1
X2
(1− s) + Γ−1 − 1
X2
Γs
}
=
{
Γ−1 + (1−X−2)Γ
Γ−1 + (1−X−2)Γ
}(
mod
(
·
)
(s− 1)
)
.
For X and X−1, we have
X̂ = REδ(t1/2X) = lim
t→0
æδ(t1/2X) = lim
t→0
t1/2 t˜ −1/2X =
{
X
0
}
,(5.4)
X̂ ′ = REδ(t1/2X−1) = lim
t→0
æδ(t1/2X−1) = lim
t→0
t1/2t˜ −1/2X−1 =
{
0
X
}
.
Obviously, X̂X̂ ′ = 0. Next,
T̂ = REδ(t1/2T ) = lim
t→0
æδ(t1/2T ) =
{
0
s− 1
}
,
T̂ ′ = REδ(t1/2T−1) = lim
t→0
æδ(t1/2T−1) =
{
1
s
}
.
See [ChM] for more formulas and explicit verifications of the basic
relations.
5.2.2. Using the components. Explicitly, the action of Ŷ and Ŷ ′ on the
spinors is as follows:
Ŷ (
{
f1
f2
}
) =
{
Γ−1(f1 − f2)
Γ(f2)− Γ(
f2−f1
X2
)
}
,
Ŷ ′(
{
f1
f2
}
) =
{
(1−X−2)Γ(f1) + Γ
−1(f2)
Γ−1(f2)−
1
X2
Γ(f1)
}
.
It is simple but not immediate to check the relation Ŷ Ŷ ′ = 1 and other
identities for Ŷ ±1 using the component formulas. The explicit formulas
for T̂ and T̂ ′ are:
T̂ (
{
f1
f2
}
) =
{
0
f1 − f2
}
, T̂ ′(
{
f1
f2
}
) =
{
f1
f1
}
.(5.5)
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Finally,
æδ(XT ) = (t˜−1/2X)(t1/2s +
t1/2 − t−1/2
t˜−1X2 − 1
(s− 1))
= t˜−1/2t1/2Xs+
X(t˜−1/2t1/2 − t˜−1/2t−1/2)
t˜−1X2 − 1
(s− 1)
=
{
Xs
tX−1s
}
+
{
X(1−t−1)
t−1X2−1
(s− 1)
X−1(t−1)
tX−2−1
(s− 1)
}
.
Taking the limit t→ 0,
π̂ =
{
Xs
0
}
+
{
−X−1(s− 1)
X−1(s− 1)
}
=
{
Xs−X−1(s− 1)
X−1(s− 1)
}
.
Using the components,
π̂ :
{
f1
f2
}
7→
{
Xf2 +
f1−f2
X
f1−f2
X
}
.(5.6)
Check directly that π̂2 = id.
This formula completes the “component presentation” of the hat-
module of HH
ϕ
from Theorem 5.1:
T, π˘, Y 7→ T̂ , π̂, Ŷ .
5.2.3. The main formula. Let us apply the procedure REδ to the global
difference spherical function G from (2.13). It was denoted by Eq(x, λ)
in [Ch3], Section 5 (arbitrary reduced root systems). See [Sto1] for the
C∨C–case. We need to use Proposition 2.33 to express the conjugated
E–polynomials in terms of E–polynomials. Generally, this relation
requires the action of Tw0.
Following [ChM], we arrive at the spinor (nonsymmetric) generaliza-
tion of W from (2.27) :
Ω(X,Λ) = (γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ))−1
(
1 +
∞∑
m=1
qm
2/4
( E−m(Λ)∏m
s=1(1− q
s)
{
Xm
qmXm
}
+
Em(Λ)∏m−1
s=1 (1− q
s)
{
0
Xm
}))
.(5.7)
Using the Pieri rules from (2.37), it can be presented as follows:
Ω = (γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ))−1
∞∑
m=0
qm
2/4∏m
s=1(1− q
s)
{
XmE−m(Λ)
XmΛ−1Em+1(Λ)
}
.(5.8)
Either of these two presentations readily gives that the spinor sym-
metrization of Ω is {W, W} for the symmetric q–Whittaker function
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W. We need to apply the symmetrizer T ′ = T + 1 to Ω, equivalently,
make the second component equal to the first one; see (5.5). Note that
Λ is a non-spinor variable.
The spinor function Ω intertwines the bar-representation of HH and
the hat-representation of HH
ϕ
. Namely,
Ŷ (Ω) = Λ−1(Ω), X̂(Ω) = Y
′
Λ(Ω), X̂
′(Ω) = Y Λ(Ω),(5.9)
π̂(Ω) = πΛ(Ω), T̂ (Ω) = TΛ(Ω), T̂ ′(Ω) = T ′Λ(Ω),(5.10)
where Y ′Λ, Y Λ, πΛ, TΛ act on the argument Λ; the other operators are
X–operators. Recall that π̂ is the action of π˘ = XT in the spinor
representation.
These (and other related identities) follow from the general theory for
arbitrary reduced root systems (at least, in the twisted case). However,
in the rank one case (and for An), one can use the Pieri rules from
(2.36),(2.37) and formulas (2.38), (2.39) for the direct verification. See
[ChM] for explicit calculations. For instance,
γ˜′(X) Ŷ γ˜′(X)−1
{
f1
f2
}
= q
1
4
{
X−1Γ−1(f1 − f2)
XΓ(f2) + q
−1 Γ(f1−f2)
X
}
.(5.11)
Formulas (5.11), (5.6) and (5.5) were used in [ChM] to introduce the
spinor-polynomial representation.
Theorem 5.2. The space
Xspin
def
== C ⊕
(
⊕ ∞m=1(C{X
m, 0} ⊕ C{0, Xm})
)
.
is an irreducible HH
ϕ
–submodule of the space of spinors over C[X±1]
supplied with the twisted action:
HH
ϕ
∋ A 7→ q−x
2
Â qx
2
.
Equivalently, Xspin is invariant and irreducible under the action of
operators T̂ , π̂ and q−x
2
Ŷ qx
2
. 
5.3. Algebraic theory.
5.3.1. Relation to tilde-modules. It is important that the HH
ϕ
–module
Xspin can be identified with the induced HH–module X˜
0,−
π,X˜
(where
ǫ = 0 and δ = −1). The identification goes as follows.
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Theorem 5.3. Let us define the C–linear map χ : X˜ 0,−
π,X˜
→ Xspin by
1 7→ {1, 1}, Y m 7→ {Xm, 0}, (Y ′)m 7→ {0, Xm}, q 7→ q−1.(5.12)
for m > 0. It induces the following isomorphism on operators:
χ : HH → HH
ϕ
, T 7→ −T ′, π 7→ −π˘, X±1 7→ Y ±1, q 7→ q−1,(5.13)
χ(T ′) = 1− T ′ = −T, χ(Y ) = π˘T ′ = X, χ(Y ′) = T π˘ = X ′.
Proof. Formula (5.11) gives that q−x
2
Ŷ qx
2
({1, 1}) = q1/4{0, X},
q−x
2
Ŷ qx
2
{
Xm
0
}
= q
1
4
{
X−1q−
m
2 Xm
q−1X−1q
m
2 Xm
}
(5.14)
= q−
1
4 (q−
m−1
2
{
Xm−1
0
}
+ q
m−1
2
{
0
Xm−1
}
),
q−x
2
Ŷ qx
2
{
0
Xm
}
= q
1
4
{
−X−1q−
m
2 Xm
Xq
m
2 Xm − q−1X−1q
m
2 Xm
}
= q−
1
4 (q
m+1
2
{
0
Xm+1
}
− q−
m−1
2
{
Xm−1
0
}
− q
m−1
2
{
0
Xm−1
}
), where m ≥ 1.
Compare with (4.9); the action of Y ∈ HH
ϕ
coincides with that of
X ∈ HH upon the identification given by (5.12).
Next, the operator T̂ ′ = {1, s} coincides with −T defined by (4.6):
−T (
∑
l≥0
al+1Y
l+1 + a−l(Y
′)l)(1)(5.15)
=
∑
l≥0
al+1(Y
l+1 + (Y ′)l+1)(1).
Finally, the component presentation of π̂ from (5.6) results in
π̂(
{
1
1
}
) =
{
X
0
}
, π̂(
{
Xm
0
}
) =
{
Xm−1
Xm−1
}
,(5.16)
π̂(
{
0
Xm
}
) =
{
Xm+1
0
}
−
{
Xm−1
Xm−1
}
.
This coincides with −π ∈ HH defined by (4.8). 
We see that χ is essentially an involution and can be used equally
well to go from HH
ϕ
to HH. However we prefer to use χ−1 for the
inverse map. Note that χ is nothing but
ν− ε : HH → HH
ϕ†
→HH
ϕ
,
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where ν± are defined in (3.15), ε is the bar-restriction of that from
(1.4), naturally sending
ε : HH → HH
ϕ†
: T 7→ (T †)′, X 7→ Y, Y 7→ X, q 7→ q−1.(5.17)
5.3.2. Algebraic Whittaker function. Let us apply the identification χ−1
from (5.12) to Ω(X,Λ). We obtain
Ωalg(Y, Y
′; Λ)
def
==q−λ
2
(1 +
∞∑
m=1
q−
m2
4
(
(Em(Λ))
∗∏m−1
s=1 (1− q
−s)
(Y ′)m(5.18)
+
(E−m(Λ))
∗∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
(Y m + q−m(Y ′)m)
)
).
Here it is convenient to use the Gaussian q−λ
2
instead of γ˜′(Λ); it is
understood as a formal symbol satisfying the standard relations. We
drop the Gaussian for the spinor variables because it is already incor-
porated into the representation and the conjugation by this function is
included in χ.
The coefficients of the summation in (5.18) belong to X
†
Λ ⊗ X˜
0,−
π,X˜
.
Note †, which appears due to the conjugation of Em(Λ); X
†
Λ is a
module over HH
†
(not over HH).
Applying χ−1 to (5.9), the relations satisfied by Ωalg are
χ−1(Hϕ)(Ωalg) = η(HΛ)(Ωalg), where H ∈ HH.(5.19)
Here ϕ is from (3.3) and η is from (3.19). Using that
χ−1 = εν− = ν− ε and ν− εϕη = ν− ∗ η = ν− ⋄,
we can rewrite (5.19) as follows:
(H⋄)(Ωalg) = ν− (HΛ)(Ωalg), where H ∈ HH.(5.20)
Explicitly,
X(Ωalg) = Λ(Ωalg), −π(Ωalg) = πΛ(Ωalg),(5.21)
−T (Ωalg) = T
†
Λ(Ωalg), −T
′(Ωalg) = (T
†
Λ − 1)(Ωalg),
Y (Ωalg) = T
†
Λπ(Ωalg), Y
′(Ωalg) = π(T
†
Λ − 1)(Ωalg).
Theorem 5.4. (i) Let us define the transform B : X Λq
−λ2 → X˜ 0,−
π,X˜
by
B
(
f(Λ)q−λ
2)
(Y, Y ′)
def
== ((Ωalg(Y, Y
′; Λ) , f(Λ)q−λ
2
))◦(5.22)
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for (( , ))◦ from (3.22). Then it induces ν− η : HH → HH
ϕ
on opera-
tors:
B(H(f(Λ)q−λ
2
)) = (ν− η(H))
(
B(f(Λ)q−λ
2
)
)
.(5.23)
(ii) Using MYm = Y
m + (Y ′)m for m > 0 and MY0 = 1,
B(E−m(Λ)q
−λ2 ) = q−
m2
4 MYm(1) for m ≥ 0,(5.24)
B(E+m(Λ)q
−λ2 ) = q−
m2
4 Y m(1) for m ≥ 1.
We use here H(1) in X˜ 0,−
π,X˜
; see the identification from (4.3).
5.3.3. Justification. Theorem 5.4 is essentially a variant of Theorem
2.1, (ii) adjusted to the nil-setting. It induces ν−η on operators by
construction. However, part (ii), concerning the explicit formulas, is
not quite obvious. The following transformation of the expression in
(5.18) is needed.
Lemma 5.5. In terms of the polynomials {E
†
m} from (3.21),
Ωalg(Y, Y
′; Λ) = q−λ
2
( ∞∑
m=1
q−
(m−1)2
4 MYm−1(1)
E
†
1−m(Λ)∏m−1
s=1 (1− q
−s)
(5.25)
+
∞∑
m=0
q−
(1+m)2
4 Y m+1(1)
E
†
1+m(Λ)∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
)
.
Proof. To avoid misunderstanding, let us calculate a couple of first
terms in the right-hand side. The term with m = 1 in the first
summation is 1. The term with m = 0 in the second summation is
q−1/4Y (1)E†1(Λ) = q
−1/4ΛY , since E
†
1(Λ) = Λ. There is another ap-
pearance of Y due to MY1 ; the corresponding term is
q−
1
4Y (1)
E
†
−1(Λ)
1− q−1
, where E
†
−1(Λ) = Λ
−1 + q−1Λ.
Thus the total coefficient of Y is
q−1/4
(
(1 +
q−1
1− q−1
)Λ +
1
1− q−1
Λ−1
)
= q−1/4
Λ + Λ−1
1− q−1
.
This is exactly the coefficient of Y from the original formula (5.18),
which is q−1/4E−1(Λ)
∗/(1− q−1).
The general verification is based on the formulas
Em(Λ)
∗ = Λ−1E
†
1−m, X(Ωalg) = Λ(Ωalg).
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One has:
Ωalg(Y, Y
′; Λ) = ΛX−1(Ωalg(Y, Y
′; Λ)) =(5.26)
q−λ
2
(
ΛX−1(1) +
∞∑
m=1
q−
m2
4
(
E
†
1−m(Λ)∏m−1
s=1 (1− q
−s)
X−1((Y ′)m)(5.27)
+
E
†
1+m(Λ)∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
X−1(Y m + q−m(Y ′)m)
)
(1)
)
.
Now we can use the formulas (4.9) for δ = −1:
X−1(Y ′) = (−δ)q
1
4 , X−1(1) = (−δ)q−
1
4Y (1),(5.28)
X−1((Y ′)m) = (−δ)q−
1
4 q+m/2( Y m−1 + (Y ′)m−1 )(1),
X−1(Y m + q−m(Y ′)m) = (−δ)q−
1
4 q−m/2 Y m+1(1) (m ≥ 2).
It concludes the verification of the lemma. 
According to the general approach from (2.11), the series from (5.25)
is exactly the reproducing kernel for B from the theorem for the basis
{fn = En(Λ)q
−λ2} and basis {f ′n = E
†
n(Λ)q
−λ2} orthogonal to each
other with respect to (( , ))◦. Thus,
Ωalg(Y, Y
′; Λ) =
∑
m∈Z
E
†
m(Λ) q
−λ2 ·B(Em(Λ) q
−λ2)
((E
†
m(Λ)q
−λ2 , Em(Λ)q−λ
2 ))◦
,(5.29)
(( Ωalg(Y, Y
′; Λ) , q−λ
2
Em(Λ) )) = B(q
−λ2Em).(5.30)
See (3.28) for the values of ((E
†
mq
−λ2 , Emq
−λ2 ))◦ = ((E
†
m , Em(Λ) ))◦.

It is instructional to check directly the following corollary of the
theorem. Since, τ−1+ (Y )Λ = q
1/4X−1Y and τ−1+ (Y
′)Λ = q
−1/4Y ′X diag-
onalize En(Λ)q
−λ2 the operators
Y = ητ−1+ (Y ) = q
−1/4XπT−1 = q1/4πTX = q1/4Y X,(5.31)
Y ′ = ητ−1+ (Y
′) = q−1/4X−1Y ′,
must diagonalize the images of En(Λ)q
−λ2 under B. Here ν− acts triv-
ially on X, Y .
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More exactly, the eigenvalues must be preserved too. Due to (2.38)
and (2.39):
Y (En) =
{
q−|n|/2En, n > 0,
0, n ≤ 0.
}
,(5.32)
Y
′
(En) =
{
q−|n|/2En, n ≤ 0,
0, n > 0.
}
.(5.33)
So we must have:
Y (Y n) = q−n/2Y n (n > 0), Y (MYn ) = 0 (n ≥ 0),(5.34)
Y ′ (MYn ) = q
−n/2Y n (n ≥ 0), Y ′ (Y n) = 0 (n > 0).(5.35)
This readily follows from (5.28) for Y ′. For Y , use these relations
multiplied by X :
X(1) = (−δ)q−
1
4Y ′, X(Y ) = (−δ)q
1
4 ,(5.36)
X( Y m−1 + (Y ′)m−1 ) = (−δ)q
1
4 q−m/2(Y ′)m,
X(Y m+1) = (−δ)q
1
4 qm/2(Y m + q−m(Y ′)m) (m ≥ 2).
More conceptually, follow Lemma 4.5.
5.3.4. Omitting the conjugation. According to the general formula from
(2.12), if we use the pairing 〈f, g〉◦ from (3.11) corresponding to the
anti-involution ⋄, the corresponding transform will represent ν− , i.e., it
will essentially be an isomorphism of HH modules. Let us demonstrate
this now. We will use directly the presentation of Ωalg from (5.18);
there is no need for (5.25).
Now {fn = E
†
n(Λ)q
λ2} and {f ′n = (En(Λ)q
λ2)∗} are orthogonal to
each other with respect to 〈 , 〉◦. We come to the following counterpart
of Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 5.6. (i) Let us define F : X
†
Λq
+λ2 → X˜ 0,−
π,X˜
by
F
(
f(Λ)q+λ
2)
(Y, Y ′)
def
== 〈Ωalg(Y, Y
′; Λ) , f(Λ)q−λ
2
〉◦(5.37)
for 〈 , 〉◦ from (3.11). Then
F(H(f(Λ)q+λ
2
)) = ν− (H)
(
F(f(Λ)q+λ
2
)
)
,(5.38)
F(E
†
−m(Λ)q
+λ2 ) = q−
m2
4 (Y m + q−m(Y ′)m)(1) for m ≥ 0,(5.39)
F(E
†
+m(Λ)q
+λ2 ) = q−
m2
4 (Y ′)m(1) for m ≥ 1.

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Similar to the explicit calculation above, let us check that the eigen-
functions really go to the corresponding eigenfunctions under F. The
polynomials E
†
n(Λ) = Λ(E1−n)
∗ solve the following eigenvalue problem:
(Y
†
)′ (E
†
n) =
{
q|n|/2E
†
n, n > 0,
0, n ≤ 0.
}
,(5.40)
Y
†
(E
†
n) =
{
q|n|/2E
†
n, n ≤ 0,
0, n > 0.
}
.(5.41)
Correspondingly,
Y˜ = ν− τ+(Y
†) = q−1/4XY, Y˜ ′ = ν− τ+(Y
′)† = q+1/4Y ′X−1,(5.42)
and we must have for n ≥ 0:
Y˜ ′ ((Y ′)n+1) = q(n+1)/2(Y ′)n+1, Y˜ ′ (Y n + q−n(Y ′)n) = 0,(5.43)
Y˜ (Y n + q−n(Y ′)n) = qn/2(Y n + q−n(Y ′)n), Y˜ ((Y ′)n+1) = 0.(5.44)
This is straightforward.
Generally, the map we constructed is closely connected with those
that can be obtained directly from Proposition 4.2 and especially The-
orem 4.8. As we see, the real source of the function Ω appears in the
fact that the core subalgebra provides natural creation and annihilation
operators for the E–polynomials.
6. The case of large q
Let us address the spinor limit of the “second” function GX defined
for |q| > 1 by formula (2.15). Its theory is somewhat more involved
than that for |q| < 1.
6.1. Omega-check function. The procedure is based on the delta-
version of REX from (2.22) twisted as follows.
6.1.1. Twisted RE-procedure. Setting Γ˜k = Γ
δ
k, q˜
kx = (qkx)δ, let
æ˜(A)
def
==
{
1
t−1
}
q˜−kxΓ˜k
−1
A Γ˜kq˜kx
{
1
t
}
,(6.1)
R˜E(A)
def
== lim
k→∞
æ˜(A), R˜E(F ) = lim
k→∞
{
1
t−1
}
q˜−kxΓ˜k
−1
(F )
for the operators A and functions F . The spinor constant here is
directly related to the spinor constant t˜ 1/2 = {t1/2, t−1/2} used in the
case |q| < 1; we will return to this point below.
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6.1.2. Definition. For the function GX defined in (2.15),
ΩX(X,Λ)
def
== R˜E(GX)(6.2)
= (γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
({
1
0
}
+
∞∑
m=1
q−m
2/4
( E†−m(Λ)∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
{
X−m
0
}
+
E
†
m(Λ)∏m−1
s=1 (1− q
−s)
{
X2−m
X−m
}))
.
Collecting the terms with the same products in the denominator (the
norms),
ΩX(X,Λ) = (γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1(6.3)
×
∞∑
m=0
q−m
2/4∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
{
X−mE
†
−m(Λ) +X
1−mq−m/2−1/4E
†
m+1(Λ)
X−m−1q−m/2−1/4E
†
m+1(Λ)
}
.
With respect to X−m,
ΩX = (γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
(
q−1/4 E
†
1
{
X
0
}
(6.4)
+
∞∑
m=0
q−m
2/4∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
{
X−m
(
E
†
−m +
q−m−1
1−q−m−1
E
†
m+2
)
X−m(1− q−m)E
†
m
})
.
6.1.3. Symmetrization. We claim that the spinor-symmetrization of ΩX
is {WX, 0} for the symmetric global Whittaker function from (2.28):
W X(X,Λ) = (γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1(6.5)
×
∞∑
m=0
q−
m2
4 Pm(Λ; q
−1)X−m
m∏
s=1
1
1− q−s
,
The symmetrization is now the application of T̂X; the latter is the
T–symmetrizer understood as t−1 + t−1/2T under the limit t → ∞.
Since
T̂X = R˜E(t−1/2T ) =
{
(1−X2)s+ 1
0
}
(6.6)
(see below), we need to check the identity:
E
†
−m + (1− q
−m)E
†
m = P
†
m, where P
†
m = Pm | t→∞ = Pm | q 7→q−1
for the Rogers polynomials Pn (n ≥ 0). Indeed,
Pn = E−n +
t− tqn
1− tqn
En due to (1.25),
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which readily gives the required limit.
6.1.4. Discussion. Generally, we can conjugate the limiting procedures
by any constant spinors without changing its action on diagonal opera-
tors. For instance, the Toda operator R˜E(L) will automatically coincide
with that from (2.26). The multiplication by {1, t−1} is necessary to
ensure the existence of ΩX and the corresponding operators.
Theorem 2.2 (see also part (iii) of the following theorem) clarifies
the appearance of this multiplier in full. Let us demonstrate it. This
theorem gives that
G˜ = t−1/2Λ−1πG and GX = t1/2ΛπG∗.
The operation REδ = limt→0æ
δ for æδ = (qkxΓ−1k )
δ from (5.3) can be
applied to G. Therefore q−kxΓ−1k can be applied to its conjugation G
∗
followed by the limit t→∞. Hence the operation
(q−kxΓ−1k )
δ(t−1/2Λ−1π) = Λ−1π
{
1
t−1
}
(q−kxΓ−1k )
δ(6.7)
can be applied to GX followed by the limit t → ∞. Up to Λ−1π, this
is exactly the twisted (spinor) RE–procedure.
Recall that here π = sΓ, πΓδk = Γ
δ
kπ, since Γ
δ commute with s and
Γ, and
(q−kx)δπ = π
{
t1/2
t−1/2
}
(q−kx)δ.
6.2. Main theorem. Combining (3.2) and (3.12) , let HH
ϕ†
be the
span C[q±1/4] < T †, π˘, Y ±1 > subject to
T †(T †)′ = 0, π˘2 = 1, π˘Y π˘ = q−1/2Y −1,(6.8)
T †Y −1 = Y (T †)′ for (T †)′
def
== T † − 1.
We set X
def
== π˘(T †)′ and X ′
def
== T †π˘; then T †X = X ′(T †)′ and
(T †)′X ′ = 0 = XT †.
The algebra HH
ϕ†
is the image of the algebra HH
†
under the anti-
isomorphism ϕ sending
T † 7→ T †, π 7→ π˘, X 7→ Y −1, Y 7→ X ′, Y ′ 7→ X.
We will use the notations:
Ωseries = γ˜
′(X)γ˜′(Λ)Ω, ΩXseries = γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ)Ω
X.(6.9)
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Theorem 6.1. (i) The operators
T̂X = R˜E(t−1/2T ), (T̂ ′)X = R˜E(t−1/2T−1), X̂T
X
= R˜E(XT ),
X̂X = R˜E(t−1/2X), (X̂ ′)X = R˜E(t−1/2X−1),
Ŷ X = R˜E(Y ), (Ŷ −1)X = R˜E(Y −1),
satisfy the relations in HH
ϕ†
from (6.8). In particular,
(T̂X)2 = T̂X, (T̂ ′)X = T̂X − 1, Ŷ X(Ŷ −1)X = 1, (X̂T
X
)2 = 1.
(ii) Similar to (5.10), ΩX = R˜E(GX) satisfies the relations
Ŷ X(ΩX) = Λ−1(ΩX), X̂X(ΩX) = Y ′Λ(Ω
X), (X̂ ′)X (ΩX) = Y Λ(Ω
X),
X̂T
X
(ΩX) = πΛ(Ω
X), T̂X(ΩX) = TΛ(Ω
X), (T̂ ′)X(ΩX) = (T
′
)Λ(Ω
X),
where Y ′Λ, Y Λ, πΛ, TΛ act on the argument Λ; the other operators are
X–operators.
(iii) Following Theorem 2.2, let Ω˜ = (ΩX)∗, where (q1/4)∗ = q−1/4,
(E
†
m(Λ))
∗ = Λ−1E1−m, {X
m, Xn}∗ = {X−m, X−n} for m,n ∈ N .
It extends the standard conjugation considered in (3.21) from functions
to spinors. Also, for π and τ−1+ (π) = q
1/4X−1π, we need their (natural)
extensions to spinors:
πspin
{
Xm
Xn
}
=
{
q−
n
2 Xn
q+
m
2 Xm
}
, Πspin
{
Xm
Xn
}
=
{
q
1
4
−n
2 Xn−1
q
1
4
+m
2 Xm+1
}
.
Then
Ω(X,Λ) = πspin(ΛΩ˜(X,Λ)),(6.10)
Ω(X,Λ)series = Πspin(ΛΩ˜series(X,Λ)).
6.2.1. Proof. The relations from (i) hold by construction. Recall that
X̂T
X
corresponds to the element π˘ in HH
ϕ†
.
Similarly, the relations for ΩX(X,Λ) result from the definition of
this function as the limit of GX; thus it is not necessary to verify
them. Nevertheless, it is instructional to check them directly using the
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following dag-Pieri rules:
XE
†
n = E
†
n+1 −E
†
1−n (n > 0),(6.11)
XE
†
−n = (1− q
−n)E
†
1−n + q
−nE
†
1+n (n ≥ 0),
X−1E
†
n = (1− q
1−n)E
†
n−1 + E
†
1−n (n > 0),
X−1E
†
−n = E
†
−n−1 + q
−n−1E
†
1−n (n ≥ 0).
For instance, we can rewrite (6.4) in a convenient compact way:
ΩX(X,Λ) = (γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
(
q−1/4E
†
1(Λ)
{
X
0
}
(6.12)
+
∞∑
m=0
q−m
2/4∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
{
X−m(1− q−m−1)−1ΛE
†
−m−1(Λ)
X−m(1− q−m)E
†
m(Λ)
})
.
This formula is the best to check claim (iii). Actually, this claim
follows from (6.7), but we prefer to give a direct verification as follows.
Upon the conjugation of ΩX(X,Λ)series and the multiplication by Λ:
Λ
(
q−1/4E
†
1
{
X
0
})∗
= q1/4
{
X−1
0
}
,
Λ
( ∞∑
m=0
q−m
2/4∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
{
X−m(1− q−m−1)−1ΛE
†
−m−1
X−m(1− q−m)E
†
m
})∗
=
∞∑
m=0
qm
2/4∏m
s=1(1− q
s)
Λ
{
Xm(1− qm+1)−1Λ−1(Λ−1E2+m)
Xm(1− qm)(Λ−1E1−m)
}
=
{
(1− q)−1Λ−1E2
0
}
+
∞∑
m=1

q(m+1)
2/4−m/2−1/4
∏m+1
s=1 (1−q
s)
XmΛ−1E2+m
q(m−1)
2/4+m/2−1/4
∏m−1
s=1 (1−q
s)
XmE1−m
 .
Finally, applying Πspin and using that
Πspin
{
AXm
BXm
}
=
{
Bq−m/2+1/4Xm−1
Aqm/2+1/4Xm+1
}
,
where A,B do not depend on X , we arrive at Ω(X,Λ)series; claim (iii)
is verified.
Using (iii), claims from (ii) can be reduced to those for G; see (5.9).
Generally,
A(Ω) = BΛ(Ω)⇔ A
∨(ΩX) = B∨Λ(Ω
X), where
A = πη(A∨)π, BΛ = Λ (η(B
∨))Λ Λ
−1,
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where A,B are elements from the corresponding nil-DAHA algebras,
and η is from (3.20). Equivalently,
A∨ = π η(A) π, B∨Λ = Λ (η(B))ΛΛ
−1,
since η(π) = π, η(X) = X−1.
Here π must be eliminated from the formulas for A and A∨, since it
does not belong to HH
ϕ
or HH
ϕ†
(π˘ does). Indeed, otherwise T would
be invertible. One can use π in the intermediate calculation (subject
to all standard identities) but the final result must not contain it. Let
us demonstrate how this works for the basic operators.
The following identities give the required:
η(Y ) = πY −1π = q1/2X−1Y X ⇒ Y ∨ = Y −1, (YΛ)
∨ = q1/2Y −1,
η(X) = X ′ ⇒ X∨ = q−1/2X ′, η(π) = π ⇒ (πΛ)
∨ = ΛπΛΛ
−1,
(π˘)∨ = (XT )∨ = πTXTY −1 = (πT )(XT )Y −1 = Y π˘Y −1,
η(T ) = T ′ ⇒ T∨ = πT ′π = Y T ′Y −1, (TΛ)
∨ = ΛT ′ΛΛ
−1.
For instance, Y −1(ΩX) = (Λ−1)∨(ΩX) = Λ(ΩX). Multiplying by Y Λ,
we obtain that Y (ΩX) = Λ−1(ΩX). As another example, the relations
T (Ω) = TΛ(Ω) and T
′(Ω) = T ′Λ(Ω) give that
Y T ′Y −1(ΩX) = ΛT ′ΛΛ
−1(ΩX) ⇒ T ′Λ(Ω
X)
=Y T ′Y −1(ΩX) = ΛT ′ΛΛ
−1(ΩX) = T ′(ΩX).
It is equally possible to obtain these identities using the limiting
procedure from GX or via explicit formulas for the basic operators.
6.3. Basic operators (large q).
6.3.1. T-check operator. Let us first obtain formula (6.6) for the image
T̂X of the operator
t−1/2T = s+
1− t−1
1−X2
(s− 1) =
X2 − t−1
X2 − 1
s−
1− t−1
X2 − 1
(6.13)
under R˜E. Before taking the limit t→∞,
æ˜(t−1/2T ) =(6.14) {
1
t−1
}
q˜−kxΓ˜k
−1
(
X2 − t−1
X2 − 1
s−
1− t−1
X2 − 1
) Γ˜kq˜kx
{
1
t
}
.
Here Γ˜k, q˜kx are delta-spinors, so they commute with s.
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The only non-trivial commutation relations we need for this calcula-
tion and below are
q˜−kx Γ q˜kx =
{
t1/2
t−1/2
}
Γ, Γ˜−1k X Γ˜k =
{
t−1/2
t1/2
}
X,{
1
t−1
}
s
{
1
t
}
=
{
t
t−1
}
s = s
{
t−1
t
}
,(6.15)
Γ =
{
Γ
Γ−1
}
, X =
{
X
X−1
}
, s =
{
s
s
}
.
When t→∞, we readily obtain that
T̂X =
{
(1−X2)s+ 1
0
}
, (T̂X)2 = T̂X, (T̂ ′)X = T̂X − 1.(6.16)
6.3.2. Y-check operators. Let us present the calculation of the check-
spinor Dunkl operators in detail. One has:
æ˜(Y ) =(6.17){
1
t−1
}
q˜−kxΓ˜k
−1
sΓ(
t1/2X2 − t−1/2
X2 − 1
s−
t1/2 − t−1/2
X2 − 1
) Γ˜kq˜kx
{
1
t
}
.
Performing the conjugations,
æ˜(Y )(6.18)
= sΓ
{
t−1/2
t1/2
}
×
( t1/2{ t−1t
}{
X2
X−2
}
− t−1/2{
t−1
t
}{
X2
X−2
}
− 1
{
t
t−1
}
s
−
t1/2 − t−1/2{
t−1
t
}{
X2
X−2
}
− 1
)
= sΓ
({ 1t
}{
X2
X−2
}
−
{
1
t−1
}
{
t−1
t
}{
X2
X−2
}
− 1
s−
{
1
t
}
−
{
t−1
1
}
{
t−1
t
}{
X2
X−2
}
− 1
)
.
6.3.3. The symmetrization. Similarly, using that
T−1 = T − (t1/2 − t−1/2) =
t1/2X2 − t−1/2
X2 − 1
s− (t1/2 − t−1/2)
X2
X2 − 1
,
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æ˜(Y −1) =(6.19)
({ 1t
}
X2 −
{
1
t−1
}
{
t−1
t
}
X2 − 1
s−
{
1
t
}
X2 −
{
t−1
1
}
X2{
t−1
t
}
X2 − 1
)
Γ−1s.
Finally, in the limit t→∞,
Ŷ X = Γ−1
{
1
1−X2
}
+ sΓ
{
1
−X2
}
,(6.20)
(Ŷ −1)X =
{
1−X2
1
}
Γ +
{
X2
−1
}
Γ−1s.(6.21)
It is instructional to check that the product of these two operators is
really 1; the formulas we give are adjusted to make this check almost
immediate.
Since T †(Y + Y −1) = (Y + Y −1)T † in HH
ϕ†
it is granted that the
operator Ŷ X + (Ŷ X)−1 preserves the space of spinors with zero second
component, i.e., those fixed by T̂X. Upon the restriction to this space,
Ŷ X + (Ŷ X)−1 =
{
T X
0
}
for T X = (1−X2)Γ + Γ−1.(6.22)
The latter is exactly the check-q–Toda operator from (2.26).
6.3.4. Pi-check operator. To complete the list of basic operators, let
us provide the formula π̂X, which is R˜E(XT ). It is the image of π˘ in
the hat-dag-polynomial representation of HH
ϕ†
we are considering now.
One has:
π̂X =
{
X
X−1
}{
(1−X2)s+ 1
s−X2
}
=
{
X(1−X2)
X−1
}
s +
{
X
−X
}
,
π̂X(
{
f1
f2
}
) =
{
X(1−X2)f2 +Xf1
X−1f1 −Xf2
}
.(6.23)
Recall that {As,Bs}({f1, f2}) = {A(f2), B(f1)}, i.e., s at the end of
the component means that the remaining operator will be applied to
the other component.
It is instructional to check directly that (π̂X)2 = 1 directly using the
last formula from (6.23). We we will leave it as an exercise.
It is interesting to examine the operator interpretation of the rela-
tions between πX, TX and XX. The following must hold due to the
general theory:
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(π̂X)(T̂ ′)X = X̂X
def
== R˜E(t−1/2X) =
{
0
X−1
}
,(6.24)
(T̂X)(π̂X) = (X̂ ′)X
def
== R˜E(t−1/2X−1) =
{
X−1
0
}
.
Here the calculation of operators X̂X, (X̂ ′)X themselves is simple;
use (6.15) and the fact that diagonal constant spinors commute with
any diagonal operators. A direct verification of (6.24) is a bit more
involved. For instance, let us check the second formula. The calculation
goes as follows:
(T̂X)(π̂X)
=
({
1−X2
0
}
s+
{
1
0
})(
s
{
X−1
X(1−X2)
}
+
{
X
−X
})
=
{
1−X2
0
}{
X−1
X(1−X2)
}
+
{
1
0
}{
X(1−X2)
X−1
}
s
+
{
1
0
}{
X
−X
}
+
{
1−X2
0
}{
−X
X
}
s =
{
X−1
0
}
.
6.4. The eigenvalue problem. It is interesting to understand how
the symmetries of ΩX(X,Λ) can be obtained directly, without using
the general theory. For arbitrary root systems no direct methods are
known. For An, the Pieri formulas are essentially sufficient, although
the calculations are very involved for n > 1. Even for n = 1 it is not
immediate.
6.4.1. Preparations. Let us consider the main symmetry, which is the
eigenvalue problem. It reads: Ŷ X(ΩX) = Λ−1ΩX. We will leave the
other relations from part (ii) of Theorem 6.1 as an exercise.
Let use the formula for Ŷ X,
Ŷ X =
{
1
1− qX2
}
Γ−1 +
{
−q−1X2
1
}
Γ−1s,
Ŷ X(
{
f1
f2
}
) =
{
Γ−1(f1)− q
−1X2Γ−1(f2)
(1− qX2)Γ(f2) + Γ(f1).
}
(6.25)
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We will need both presentations of ΩX(X,Λ), namely, that from (6.12):
ΩX(X,Λ) = (γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
(
q−1/4E
†
1(Λ)
{
X
0
}
(6.26)
+
∞∑
m=0
q−m
2/4∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
{
X−m(1− q−m−1)−1ΛE
†
−m−1(Λ)
X−m(1− q−m)E
†
m(Λ)
})
.
and that from (6.4):
ΩX = (γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
(
q−1/4E
†
1
{
X
0
}
(6.27)
+
∞∑
m=0
q−m
2/4∏m
s=1(1− q
−s)
{
X−m
(
E
†
−m +
q−m−1
1−q−m−1
E
†
m+2
)
X−m(1− q−m)E
†
m
})
.
Recall that Γ(γ˜(X)−1) = q−1/4X−1γ˜(X)−1 and
X = {X,X−1}, Γ−1({X−m, X−m}) = {qm/2X−m, q−m/2X−m}.
The following notations will be convenient
E
‡
m = E
†
m
|n˜|−1∏
s=1
(1− q−s)−1 ,
{
|n˜| = n for n > 0
|n˜| = n + 1 otherwise
}
;(6.28)
see (1.20).
6.4.2. Explicit verification. Applying (6.25) to (6.27), one obtains:
Ŷ X(ΩX) = (γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
×
(
E
‡
1
{
q−1X2
1
}
−
{
0
q−1/4(X−1 − qX)
}
(6.29)
+
∞∑
m=0
{
q−(m−1)
2/4X1−m(E
‡
−m + q
−m−1E
‡
m+2 − q
−1X2E
‡
m)
q−(m+1)
2/4X−1−m((1− qX2)E
‡
m + E
‡
−m + q
−m−1E
‡
m+2)
})
.
Until the end of this calculation, we will ignore certain terms involv-
ing powers of X greater than or equal to −1 (but not all such terms).
Correspondingly, we will use ≈ instead of =.
Since q−(m−1)
2/4q−mE
‡
m+2 = q
−(m+1)2/4E
‡
m+2, only the terms E
‡
−m
will contribute to the first component; the other terms will cancel each
other in the final summation.
The same kind of cancelation will occur in the second component.
Only E
‡
m and E
‡
−m will really contribute to the final summation.
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Thus,
Ŷ X(ΩX) ≈(6.30)
(γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
∞∑
m=0
{
q−(m−1)
2/4X1−mE
‡
−m
q−(m+1)
2/4X−1−m(E
‡
m + E
‡
−m)
}
.
However, this expression coincides with
Λ−1ΩX(X,Λ) ≈(6.31)
(γ˜(X)γ˜(Λ))−1
∞∑
m=0
q−m
2/4
{
X−mE
‡
−m−1(Λ)
X−mΛ−1E
‡
m(Λ)
}
due to the Pieri formula
Λ−1E
‡
m = E
‡
m−1 + E
‡
1−m.
It is of course with the reservation that we ignore certain powers of X .
It holds without this reservation, which is easy to check. Generally,
controlling the boundary terms in this and similar calculations is a
nontrivial combinatorial problem even for An (n > 1). The q, t–setting
and spherical polynomials manage this difficulty automatically.
7. Appendix: Givental-Lee theory
7.1. The J-series. Let G be a complex semisimple algebraic group and
let B = G/B be the flag variety, where B is a Borel subgroup. For G =
SL(n+1), Givental and Lee show in [GiL] that quantum K–theory on
B produces formal series solutions to the q–Toda eigenvalue problem.
A conjectured generalization to arbitrary semisimple G is stated in
[GiL], and for simply-laced G this has been proved by Braverman and
Finkelberg [BF].
Let us consider the case of G = SL(n+1) in more detail and establish
the connection to the q–Whittaker functions considered in this paper.
In the notation of [GiL], the q–Toda difference operator is given by
Ĥ = q∂/∂t0 + q∂/∂t1(1−Q1) + · · ·+ q
∂/∂tn(1−Qn),(7.1)
where Qi = e
ti−1−ti act as multiplication operators and q∂/∂tj : ti 7→
ti+δij ln q are translations. We writeQ = (Q1, . . . , Qn). A q–Whittaker
function is a solution I = I(Q,Λ, q) to the eigenvalue problem
ĤI = (Λ−10 + · · ·+ Λ
−1
n )I.(7.2)
Here Λ = (Λ0, · · · ,Λn) are coordinates on the maximal torus of diago-
nal matrices, i.e., Λ0 · · ·Λn = 1.
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The q–Whittaker function due to Givental and Lee takes the form
I = plnQ/ ln qJ , where J is a formal power series in the variables Qi
with coefficients in KG(B)⊗Q(Λ, q). Here p = (p1, . . . , pn), and the pi
are elements of KG(B) represented by the pullbacks of the Hopf line
bundles over the projective factors involved in the Plu¨cker embedding
of B. The power series J is the so-called equivariant K–theoretic J–
function of B; it is a generating function for the K–theoretic one-point
genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants with descendants.
In the case n = 1, which is the main focus of this paper, the J–
function from [GiL] is as follows:
J =
∞∑
d=0
ed(t0−t1)∏d
m=1(1− pΛ0q
m)(1− pΛ−10 q
m)
.(7.3)
In KG(B), the Hopf line bundle p satisfies
(1− pΛ0)(1− pΛ
−1
0 ) = 0;(7.4)
the factor E = plnQ/ ln q is understood formally as a solution of the
system
q∂/∂t0E = pE , q∂/∂t1E = p−1E .(7.5)
We mention that (7.3) and its SL(3)–generalization from [GiL] are
extended to certain explicit formulas to the case of Grassmannians
SL(n+ 1)/P in [T].
7.2. The connection. The q–Whittaker function W(X,Λ) is given in
(2.27) as a convergent series expressed in terms of the q–Hermite poly-
nomials. This is the B–model interpretation of W, as described in
the Introduction. We now explain how the J–function enters into the
Harish-Chandra asymptotic decomposition (2.29), thereby establishing
the A–model interpretation of W.
In view of (7.4), we consider the J–function upon the substitution
p = Λ0 or p = Λ
−1
0 . Let us write Λ = Λ0 and consider only the first
substitution, as the latter is simply its conjugate under s = s1 in the
Weyl group W . Set J˜(X,Λ) = J(qX−2,Λ, q)|p 7→Λ0.
Thus the variable Q1 = e
t0−t1 is replaced by qX−2, where X = qx.
The operators q∂/∂t1 and q∂/∂t0 are replaced by Γ and Γ−1, respectively;
recall that Γ(f(X)) = f(q1/2X). The q–Toda operator is then given
by T = (1−X−2)Γ + Γ−1.
Using Γ, the relations (7.5) become Γ(E) = Λ−1E . In terms of the
Gaussian γ˜′ from Section 1.1.2, we take E(X,Λ) = γ˜′(XΛ)/γ˜′(X)γ˜′(Λ).
It provides the leading term of the Harish-Chandra expansion of our
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global q–Whittaker function W(X,Λ) from (2.29). In terms of J˜ , the
global function reads as follows. For |q| < 1 and |X| > |q|1/2,
W(X,Λ) = 〈µ〉
∑
w∈W
σ(w(Λ−1)) E(X,w(Λ)) J˜(X,w(Λ)).(7.6)
Note that our global function is the weighted sum of |W | asymptotic
solutions (here W = S2), corresponding to different choices of p in the
Givental-Lee approach. However such sums do not appear in [GiL] and
there is no presence there of the q–Whittaker version of the celebrated
Harish-Chandra c–function, which is σ in (7.6). The latter is the key
in the Harish-Chandra theory and its (recent) q–generalization.
Formula (7.6) is a limiting case of the Harish-Chandra type asymp-
totic decomposition of the global hypergeometric function (depending
on q, t) for A1; its existence for arbitrary root systems is due to [Sto2].
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